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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Insects are the most speciose and morphologically diverse group of animals,
making them a prime choice to study genetic mechanisms that govern phenotypic
evolution in nature. Traditionally, the understanding of these mechanisms was heavily
influenced by relying on insights from two model species, Drosophila (fruit fly) and
Tribolium (flour beetle). These insects are members of the Holometabola, a group with
a derived mode of development that excludes the majority of insect lineages (Wheeler
et al., 2001). In case of the fruit fly, no recognizable adult structures are formed during
embryogenesis and emerging larvae have a completely different appearance compared
to pupae and adults. An alternative situation exists in hemimetabolous insects, where
the majority of adult features are already manifested in emerging first nymphs. Hence,
in the latter, we can follow the development of a trait from embryos to adults.

In

addition, some features of first nymphs already have their final morphologies and only
increase in size during post-embryonic development. This is the case with “jumping”
hind legs in orthopterans (crickets and grasshoppers) that become greatly enlarged
during embryogenesis with obvious adult characteristics. Other structures, however,
such as thoracic plates, continue to differentiate and become more elaborate during
each nymphal molt. Therefore, hemimetabolous species can provide two important
insights for studies of morphological evolution in insects. First, they allow us to assign
relative contributions of embryonic versus post-embryonic stages to the establishment
of final adult features. Second, we can now begin to identify the genes that are involved
during a particular stage of development and determine which of their functions are
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shared and which are species-specific.
One of the key trends in the evolution of insect appendages is the differential
(allometric) growth of hind (T3) legs compared to their fore (T1 and T2) counterparts.
The size variation of T3 legs is extraordinary and ranges from slightly to moderately to
greatly enlarged (Mahfooz et al., 2004). This allometry has been mainly studied in
nymphal and adult stages of insects, while virtually nothing is known about it during
embryogenesis (Iglesias et al., 2008; Mahfooz et al., 2007; Mahfooz et al., 2004;
Rodriguez, 1974; Tanaka et al., 1986). In this light, it is difficult to extrapolate about the
final adult morphology just from the data acquired during post-embryogenesis. To begin
to address this gap, we examined the contribution of allometric scaling at both
embryonic and post-embryonic levels in an orthopteran Acheta domesticus (house
cricket) and a hemipteran Oncopeltus fasciatus (milkweed bug), two hemimetabolous
species with a vastly different degree of hind leg enlargement (Chapter 2). Our results
show that in the former, it is embryonic allometry that contributes the most to final
dimensions of adult T3 legs. In contrast, the differential growth of Oncopeltus hind legs
becomes more pronounced during post-embryogenesis.

These observations, while

based on limited data, highlight the importance of studying processes such as allometric
growth throughout the entire development of an organism, from embryonic to adult
stages. Future studies will require sampling of additional insects from each group to
establish whether or not the observed patterns represent lineage-specific trends.
We also initiated studies to determine whether changes in cell number contribute
to allometric leg growth during Acheta and Oncopeltus embryogenesis. By measuring
relative mitotic activity (the ratio of mitotically active cells to total leg length), we found
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that it contributes to an exponential increase in leg length in both insect species.
Interestingly, the majority of allometric leg growth occurs when all leg segments become
established, although this is more pronounced in Acheta. In addition, during this stage,
mitotic activity ceases in the legs of both species. This finding indicates that additional
cellular mechanisms, such as cell size, cell shape, and cell rearrangement, may be
responsible for the observed differences in length between T2 and T3 legs.
Previous studies showed a high degree of conservation among genes that
regulate appendage development in insects (Abzhanov and Kaufman, 2000; Angelini
and Kaufman, 2004; Angelini and Kaufman, 2005; Beermann et al., 2001; Inoue et al.,
2002a; Inoue et al., 2002b; Jockusch et al., 2000; Niwa et al., 2000; Prpic et al., 2003;
Prpic et al., 2001). However, at present, there is a lack of knowledge of how and to
what degree the variation in these conserved patterning genes leads to the enormous
diversity of appendage morphologies that exists in nature.

What are the genetic

differences that underlie this phenotypic variation? Recent analyses in several insect
lineages suggested that morphological evolution in the antennae, mouthparts, and legs
may in part result from changes in expression pattern of the POU homedomain gene
nubbin (nub) (Li and Popadic, 2004).

Until now, data on nub function in

hemimetabolous insects has been limited to a moderately derived group, Oncopeltus
(Hrycaj et al., 2008). In this species, nub plays an integral roles in proper development
of the antennae and labium in the head, in growth of the femoral segments in all legs,
and, most importantly, in formation of a limbless abdomen. To learn more about how
differences in nub expression may contribute to morphological variation, we examined
its expression patterns and functions in Acheta because it possesses mandibulate or
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“chewing” mouthparts compared to a haustallate or “sucking” mouthparts observed in
Oncopeltus.

As depicted in Chapter 3, while nub is expressed in all gnathal

appendages (mandibles, maxillae, and labium), its abolition does not affect their
morphologies. The only structure in the head that exhibits a phenotype is the antenna
that becomes crooked compared to the wild type. The most noticeable affect of nub
RNAi has been observed in the thorax where all three pairs of legs become significantly
undersized mainly because of a reduction in the length of the tibia and tarsus.

In

addition, Acheta nub-depleted first nymphs lose a joint between the tibia and the first
tarsomere. These results are in contrast to the situation found in Oncopeltus where
abolition of nub affects the size of the femur but not the formation of leg joints (Hrycaj et
al., 2008). The observed differences between the two species point to the need to
extend nub functional studies to additional lineages to fully understand the evolution of
nub function in insect legs.
In addition to nub, the homeotic (hox) gene Ultrabithorax (Ubx) also regulates the
size of the femur, tibia, and tarsus in hind legs of Acheta embryos, thus allowing us to
examine whether or not these genes interact with each other (Mahfooz et al., 2007).
Our results show that nub and Ubx act independently of each other to control the growth
of the T3 legs and their individual segments in crickets. Although the majority of our
knowledge on Ubx function comes from studies of holometabolous insects and
embryonic stages of hemimetabolous species, virtually no data exists on its roles in late
nymphal and adult stages of the latter. As was mentioned previously, although the
basic body plans of hemimetabolous lineages are established during embryogenesis,
some of their structures, such as the legs, continue to grow throughout post-
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embryogenesis without changing their already established morphologies. At the same
time, others, such as thoracic plates, undergo significant modifications and some (wings
and genitalia) become fully functional only in adults.

These observations raise

questions of whether, and to what degree, Ubx is involved in patterning of postembryonic morphologies.
To address this issue we analyzed the functions of Ubx in late nymphal and adult
stages of Acheta. As described in Chapter 4, the primary role of Ubx during cricket
post-embryogenesis is to specify the identity of the third thoracic segment and its
associated appendages. Similar to Drosophila, the depletion of Acheta Ubx does not
only lead to the reduction in length of their T3 legs but it also causes these appendages
to acquire the characteristics specific to the T2 legs (Lewis, 1978; Rozowski and Akam,
2002; Stern, 2003). The latter phenotype, however, is not observed in their Ubx RNAi
embryos (Mahfooz et al., 2007). The fact that hind wings of Acheta Ubx-depleted adults
develop characteristics of fore wings is consistent with functional studies in other insect
species such as Oncopeltus, Drosophila, Tribolium, and Precis coenia (butterfly) (Lewis,
1978; Mahfooz, 2007; Tomoyasu et al., 2009; Tomoyasu et al., 2005; Weatherbee et
al., 1998; Weatherbee et al., 1999). These findings suggest that the role of Ubx in
regulating the specificity of hind wings is conserved between holo- and hemimetabolous
species. In addition, the dorsal T3 sclerite (metanotum) of Acheta Ubx RNAi adults
acquires the identity of the mesanotum (T2). The T2 notum, in turn, develops ectopic
features on its posterior region that are similar to ones found on the pronotum (T1). It is
interesting to note that such a transformation (T2 to T1) does not occur when Ubx is
abolished in either Oncopeltus or Tribolium (Mahfooz et al., 2007; Tomoyasu et al.,
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2005). Thus, these findings show that Ubx has acquired a species-specific function in
regulating the morphology of the mesanotum, while its roles in defining the T3 segment
and its associated appendages are across insects.
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CHAPTER 2
CELLULAR MECHANISMS UNDERLYING ALLOMETRIC LEG GROWTH IN THE
HEMIMETABOLOUS INSECTS ACHETA DOMESTICUS AND ONCOPELTUS
FASCIATUS
This chapter has been prepared for submission to a peer-rewieved journal:
Nataliya Turchyn and Aleksandar Popadić. 2010. Cellular mechanisms underlying
allometric leg growth in the hemimetabolous insects Acheta domesticus and Oncopeltus
fasciatus.
Abstract
Allometric growth patterns have been extensively examined in post-embryonic
stages of insects. Here, we characterized differential growth dynamics of hind legs
during embryonic development of the house cricket, Acheta domesticus, and the
milkweed bug, Oncopeltus fasciatus, two hemimetabolous species with a vast
difference in the enlargement of the T3 legs. We found that Acheta exhibits a significant
variation in size between the T2 and T3 legs only after the segments become clearly
visible. In contrast, a much smaller percentage of the T3 leg enlargement occurs in
Oncopeltus, and it is similar at the end of the initial (before segmentation) and final
(after segmentation) stages of embryogenesis. Additionally, we determined the cellular
mechanisms underlying the allometric leg growth by measuring the relative mitotic
activity (RMA), a ratio of proliferating cells to total leg length. During the initial phase of
embryogenesis, Acheta shows an increasing trend in RMA, however the RMA
decreases in Oncopeltus as development proceeds.

The mitotic activity ceases

completely in both species during the final stage of development, while legs continue to
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increase in length. These results suggest that additional cellular mechanisms, such as
changes in cell size, cell shape, or cell arrangement, may contribute to the growth of
hind legs.

Finally, the present study highlights the importance of the differential

enlargement established at the embryonic level to the final proportions of the T3 legs in
Acheta and Oncopeltus adults. The allometric changes in hind legs matter the most
during embryogenesis in the former and during post-embryogenesis in the latter.
Introduction
Change in body and organ size is one of the most pervasive biological
phenomena in nature, and yet the genetic regulation of the intrinsic mechanisms is
largely unknown. Allometric or differential growth refers to the size variation between
two body structures (traits) within the organism or between one trait and the body itself
(Klingenberg, 1998).

This process has been studied mainly in holometabolous

(completely metamorphic) insects (Beermann et al., 2004; Bernstein and Bernstein,
2002; Emlen et al., 2007; Emlen et al., 2006; Frankino et al., 2007; Mares et al., 2005;
Rutowski et al., 2009; Shingleton et al., 2007; Shingleton et al., 2008; Stern, 2003; Stern
and Emlen, 1999; Stevenson et al., 1995; Tomkins et al., 2005; Tschinkel et al., 2003;
Wehner et al., 2007). Limited information is also available regarding allometric growth
in adult and nymphal stages of several hemimetabolous (incompletely metamorphic)
species (Erezyilmaz et al., 2006; Fairbairn, 2005; Iglesias et al., 2008; Rodriguez, 1974;
Simmons and Tomkins, 1996; Tanaka et al., 1986). However, virtually nothing is known
about allometric growth during embryogenesis of hemimetabolous insects, in which first
nymphs (hatchlings) often look like miniature adults without wings (Kelsh et al., 1994;
Mahfooz et al., 2007; Mahfooz et al., 2004; Schaeper et al., 2009). Depending on the
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species, the differential enlargement of particular organs can be clearly recognized in
hatchlings, suggesting that allometry begins at an embryonic level.

In the

embryogenesis of these species, the role of the genetic mechanisms in establishing the
adult body plan is much more pronounced compared to the effect of hormones,
nutrients, and environmental factors. Hence, in hemimetabolous insects we can directly
assess the contribution of genetic changes to the morphological evolution of the first
nymphs.
Although all insect legs share a conserved modular organization, each exhibits
its own species-specific morphologies in size, shape, and function of individual
segments (podomeres). The key feature of T3 leg evolution is differential enlargement
as compared to fore (T1/T2) counterparts. The most notable example of this trend is
observed in the hind legs of orthopterans (grasshoppers and crickets), where T3 legs
can be almost twice as large as T1 or T2 legs. In contrast, basal insect lineages, such
as thysanurans (firebrats), have legs that are morphologically similar to each other
(Mahfooz et al., 2004). Due to this extraordinary variation in their sizes, T3 legs can
serve as an excellent model for elucidating the mechanisms of differential growth.
The morphological diversity of hind legs in hemimetabolous insects is closely
associated with temporal and spatial changes in the expression of the homeotic gene
Ultrabithorax (Ubx) (Kelsh et al., 1994; Mahfooz et al., 2007; Mahfooz et al., 2004). Yet,
nothing is known about the cellular mechanisms accounting for the size differences
between meso- (T2) and metathoracic (T3) legs in orthopteran species. Because organ
size can ultimately be explained in terms of the number, size and arrangement of its
constituent cells, it is critical to determine the actual contribution of these cellular
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processes to differential leg growth.
Here, we provide insight into allometric leg growth during embryonic
development in Acheta domesticus (house cricket) and Oncopeltus fasciatus (milkweed
bug). Acheta has greatly enlarged hind legs and exhibits a significant increase in the T3
leg length only after individual segments are formed. In contrast, Oncopeltus shows
only a moderate degree of hind leg elongation with the percentage of the T3 leg
enlargement being similar at the end of the initial and final stages of development. To
further elucidate the mechanisms underlying allometric growth, we measured the
relative mitotic activity (RMA), a ratio of proliferating cells to total leg length. Consistent
with their large size, we observed a progressive increase in RMA in Acheta legs as
development progresses. Nevertheless, the mitotic activity ceases completely in both
species during the last half of embryogenesis, when the leg elongation is most
pronounced.

Finally, we used the observed insight to assign the contributions of

embryonic and post-embryonic leg growth to final leg size in both species.
Materials and Methods
Insect maintenance and collection of eggs
House crickets (Acheta domesticus) were reared at room temperature (25 °C)
and relative humidity of about 60% on a diet of fresh lettuce leaves supplemented with
dry cat food and water. Milkweed bugs (Oncopeltus fasciatus) were raised at 25 °C and
fed with peeled sunflower seeds and water. The eggs of both insect species were
collected daily and incubated at 30 °C for crickets and 25 °C for milkweed bugs. On a
daily basis, synchronously developing embryos of Acheta and Oncopeltus were
dissected from their chorions and extra embryonic membranes, and they were fixed for
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immunostaining, following Mahfooz et al., (2004).
Immunostaining
Mitotically active cells were detected with rabbit anti-phosphorylated histone 3
(αH3) antibody (1:250; Upstate Biotechnology) and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:250; Molecular Probes).

The leg

tissues were double-stained with Alexa Fluor 633 phalloidin (1:50; Molecular Probes)
and propidium iodide (PI, final 2µg/ml; Molecular Probes).

The former reveals cell

outlines by binding to actin microfilaments, while the latter detects the nuclei (Orsulic
and Peifer, 1994). Images were taken with a Leica TCS SP2 laser scanning confocal
microscope. Adobe Photoshop was used to adjust the brightness and contrast of all
images.
Allometric measurements and data analysis
Images of the legs were collected with a SPOT RT digital camera (Diagnostic
Instruments, Inc) coupled either to ZEISS XY (embryos) or LEICA MZ 12.5 (nymphal
and adult stages) microscopes.

The total leg length and the length of individual

segments (femur, tibia, and tarsus) were measured along the proximal-distal axes using
“SPOT 3.5.2” software. Quantitative measures of mitotically active cells were obtained
by counting each cell labeled with αH3 in both mid and hind legs. The relative mitotic
activity was then calculated as (∑proliferating cells)/ total leg length. Sample data were
collected in two independent experiments and the variance between the repeated
measurements was analyzed using ANOVA (SPSS Version 11.5). Because there were
no significant differences between the two measurements, we averaged them and
utilized these data for final ANOVA analysis.
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Results
Differential leg growth is most evident during the final stage of Acheta embryogenesis
In Acheta, leg rudiments develop as a direct outgrowth of the body wall and the
individual segments (podomeres) are formed gradually during embryogenesis (Fig.
2.1A-C). Embryonic development in crickets lasts 11 days at 30 °C, after which the first
nymph emerges from the egg. At day 2, the T2 and T3 leg primordia are visible as two
pairs of small buds of similar length on the lateral sides of the embryo (Fig. 2.1A).
However, by day 3, the T3 limb buds become noticeably larger than T2 counterparts
(Mahfooz et al., 2004). From days 3-6, both appendages grow exponentially (T2 =
31.254* day

0.399

, R2 = 0.963, P < 0.001; T3 = 30.221*day

0.442

, R2 = 0.976, P < 0.001)

with the T3 pair always being longer (F 1, 372 = 3011.52, P < 0.0001) (Fig. 2.1D). During
this period, the individual leg segments are not yet visibly distinguishable. However,
starting at day 6, the growth patterns change in both T2 and T3 legs, with the latter pair
growing significantly larger (F

9, 372

= 457.51, P < 0.001). At day 7, the T2 legs exhibit a

30.7% increase in size, while T3 legs become 41.3% longer as compared to the
previous day. An even larger elongation occurs on day 8 when mid and hind legs grow
112.5% and 128.3%, respectively. During the next two days (9 and 10), this increase in
length slows down from 6.4% to 1.1% (T2 leg) and from 16.1% to 8.9% (T3 leg). At the
end of embryogenesis, both T2 and T3 legs undergo another growth spurt and become
30.6% and 38.6% larger compared to the sizes the day before. Overall, the pattern of
leg development is quite dynamic from day 6 onwards, and it is characterized by two
growth spurts (days 7-8, and 11) separated by a period of minimal elongation (days 910).
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Figure 2.1. Allometric leg growth is most pronounced during the final phase of Acheta
embryogenesis. (A-C) The morphology of the mid and hind legs on days 2, 6, and 11,
respectively. (A) At day 2, T2 and T3 limb buds of similar sizes form on the lateral sides
of the embryo. (B) At day 6, both appendages increase in length and the boundaries
between leg segments can be easily identified. (C) At the end of embryogenesis (day
11), the T3 leg is noticeably longer compared to its T2 counterpart. (D) Comparison of
the total length of the mid and hind legs during days 2 through 11. Both appendages
grow exponentially from days 3-6, with the T3 legs always being longer. Starting at day
6, however, the hind legs grow significantly larger compared to the mid legs. (E) The
percentage of enlargement of the T3 legs relative to the T2 counterparts. The red
vertical line indicates the establishment of leg segmentation at day 6 and divides Acheta
embryogenesis into the initial and final phases. The largest percentage increase in hind
legs occurs during the final stage. White solid lines in panels (B and C) mark segment
boundaries within each leg. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals.
Abbreviations: N, number of samples analyzed; T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Fe, femur; Ti,
tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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Figure 2.1

15
To ascertain the variation in size between cricket legs, we measured the
percentage of enlargement of the hind legs relative to their mid counterparts ((T3T2)/T2*100%). Determined this way, we found that the percent increase of the T3 legs
during days 2-5 ranges from 10.9%-15.2% (Fig. 2.1E).

Much greater enlargement

occurs during days 6-11 and extends from 14.1% to 65.1%. This observed difference in
the degree of differential growth of hind legs coincides with the establishment of
individual leg segments. In Acheta, the segment boundaries can be easily identified at
day 6 (Fig. 2.1B). Based upon this observation, the embryonic leg development of
crickets can be divided into two phases, initial and final. As illustrated in Fig. 2.1E, the
size variation between T2 and T3 legs becomes significant only during the final stage of
cricket embryogenesis.
In Acheta, the greatest increase in leg growth is temporarily uncoupled from mitotic
activity
Organ growth results from changes in cell number, cell size, or both as well as
the arrangement of the cells. To determine whether variation in number of proliferating
cells is responsible for differences in length between Acheta T2 and T3 legs, we have
used an antibody specific for the phosphorylated form of histone 3 (H3) as a marker for
cells undergoing mitosis.

As embryogenesis progresses, the number of cells

expressing H3 visibly increases in both pairs of legs (Fig. 2.2A-B). To examine how the
observed changes in mitotic activity correspond to changes in leg size, we calculated
the relative mitotic activity (RMA), a ratio of proliferating cells to total leg length. The
RMA significantly varies between leg pairs (F

1, 134

= 15.15, P < 0.0001) and days of

development (F 6, 134 = 108.10, P < 0.0001). Both appendages exhibit an increase in
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Figure 2.2. In Acheta, the major increase in the T3 leg length occurs when the mitotic
activity ceases. (A-B) Staining of the mid and hind legs with αH3 antibody at days 3
and 6, respectively. When compared to day 3, both appendages have more
proliferative cells at day 6. (C) Comparison of the relative mitotic activity (RMA) and
total length of the T2 and T3 legs during days 2 through 11. Both RMA and total leg
length go up between days 3 and 6. Starting at day 7, while total leg length continues to
increase, the RMA decreases until it ceases at day 9. White solid lines in panel (B)
mark segment boundaries within each leg. Error bars represent the 95% confidence
intervals. Note that error bars for total leg length fit inside the symbols and thus are not
displayed. Abbreviations: N, number of RM analyzed in each pair of legs; T2-T3,
thoracic legs 2-3; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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the RMA between days 3 and 6, with the T3 legs always having a higher value (Fig.
2.2C). These observed changes in RMA correlate with exponential growth of legs.
However, the inverse relationship occurs during days 7 and 8 when total leg length
continues to increase, while RMA begins to decrease. Furthermore, by day 9, the cell
proliferation in legs ceases completely. Note that mitotically active cells can still be
detected in the body of Acheta embryos, indicating that the observed drop in RMA is a
real phenomenon restricted to the legs (data not shown). Hence, it is precisely at the
time when mitotic activity is attenuated that the major increase in leg size occurs. While
it is tempting to postulate that the observed elongation may be caused by the increase
in cell size, this could not be quantified because of difficulties in accurately defining the
individual cell boundaries in a given leg region/segment.

At the same time, the

examination of leg epithelium double labeled with phalloidin and propidium iodide (PI)
shows changes in cell shape and cell arrangement. As illustrated in Appendix 3, a
mixture of cuboidal/columnar cells present at day 3 changes to only columnar cells at
day 7. This transition is followed by a rearrangement of leg epithelium, from a double to
a single layer.
In Acheta, the dynamics of individual segment growth are different between T2 and T3
legs
To further characterize differential leg enlargement in Acheta, we analyzed the
growth patterns of the femur, tibia, and tarsus in both T2 and T3 legs (Fig. 2.3A-B).
Note that leg segments become noticeable only at day 6 of development, thus providing
us with a six-day window (days 6-11) to examine their individual increase in size. While
these podomeres continuously elongate throughout the final phase of cricket
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Figure 2.3. The growth dynamics of the mid-distal segments differ between the T2 and
T3 legs in Acheta. (A-B) Details of growth patterns of the femur, tibia, and tarsus in the
mid and hind legs, respectively. At days 6 and 7, the mid-distal podomeres of both
appendages exhibit similar developmental modes. However, starting at day 8, the
observed growth patterns change in the T2 and T3 legs. At day 11, while all three
segments of the mid leg are similar in length (Fe = Ti = Ta), the femur is by far the
longest podomere of the hind leg, followed by the tibia, and then the tarsus (Fe >> Ti >
Ta). (C) The percentage of enlargement of the T3 leg segments relative to
corresponding T2 counterparts shows that the femur is the major contributor to
allometric growth of the hind legs in Acheta. Error bars represent the 95% confidence
intervals. Abbreviations: N, number of samples analyzed; T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Fe,
femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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embryogenesis, they exhibit contrasting developmental patterns. The T2 femur and
tarsus are the largest segments on day 6 (Fig. 2.3A). The next day, the tarsus becomes
slightly longer than the femur, while the tibia remains the smallest podomere. At day 8,
the tibia undergoes the largest change and becomes similar in size to both the femur
and tarsus. For the next two days, the tarsus remains the longest segment, followed by
the tibia, and then the femur. At the end of embryogenesis (day 11), all three T2 leg
podomeres become similar in length (Fe = Ti = Ta).
At day 6, the T3 femur is longer than the tarsus, with the tibia being the shortest
(Fig. 2.3B). This changes the next day when the T3 tarsus increases in length and
temporarily becomes the longest segment, followed by the femur and tibia. Although
the actual sizes are different, the growth patterns on days 6-7 are virtually the same
between T2 and T3 legs (compare Fig. 2.3A vs. Fig. 2.3B). At day 8, however, the
femur once again becomes the largest podomere and begins to elongate at a rate that
far exceeds that of the tibia and tarsus throughout the rest of embryogenesis. During
days 9 and 10, the femur continues to grow at a rapid pace, while the tibia and tarsus
remain similar in length. At the end of embryogenesis, the size differential of the T3
legs has been clearly established, with the femur as the longest segment by far,
followed by the tibia, and, lastly, the tarsus (Fe >> Ti > Ta).
The effect of the observed differences in growth of individual podomeres
becomes obvious when considering the percentage of enlargement of hind leg segment
relative to their corresponding mid leg counterparts (Fig. 2.3C). At day 6, the T3 femur,
tibia, and tarsus exhibit a 34.2%, 22.4%, and 15.0% increase in size, respectively. The
next day, the percentage of enlargement of the femur and tibia converges around
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55.5%.

From day 8 on, however, the femoral enlargement becomes much larger

(50.7%) compared to that of the tibia (33.9%) and tarsus (27.6%). This trend toward a
dominant contribution exhibited by the femur continues to be present throughout the
rest of embryogenesis.

At day 11, the percentage of the T3 femoral enlargement

(121%) is about two to three times that of the tibia (50.8%) and tarsus (38.3%),
respectively. Collectively, these results show that although the other two segments play
a significant role, it is the growth dynamic of the T3 femur that has the greatest impact
on size variation between mid and hind legs in Acheta.
In contrast to Acheta, the percentage of the T3 leg enlargement does not differ
significantly at the end of the initial and final stages of Oncopeltus embryognesis
Leg elongation varies significantly between leg pairs (F
0.0001) and days of development (F

7, 170

1, 170

= 696.51, P <

= 21638.93, P < 0.0001) with T3 legs always

growing larger. Embryonic development in Oncopeltus lasts eight days at 25 ºC. At day
1, T2 and T3 limb buds of similar sizes grow out from the body wall (Fig. 2.4A). During
the next two days, each pair of legs doubles in length and increases 108.4% and
100.9% (T2) and 123.0% and 96.2% (T3) (Fig. 2.4D). This elongation slows down to
26.1% and 27.5% on day 4. However, at day 5, another growth spurt occurs with mid
and hind legs increasing 87.1% and 90.0%, respectively. In the next two days (6-7), the
elongation of legs slows down again from 31.9% to 5.4% (T2) and from 32.6% to 6.5%
(T3). At the end of embryogenesis, both T2 and T3 legs undergo a third growth spurt
and become 70.1% and 71.2% longer compared to the previous day. Overall, the leg
development is quite dynamic during Oncopeltus embryogenesis and encompasses
three growth spurts and two periods of moderate increase in length (Fig. 2.4D).
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Figure 2.4. In contrast to Acheta, Oncopeltus shows a much smaller percentage of the
T3 leg enlargement during the final stage of embryogenesis. (A-C) Morphology of the
T2 and T3 legs at days 1, 4, and 8, respectively. (A) At day 1, the T2 and T3 limb buds
are of similar sizes. (B) At day 4, the segment boundaries become established within
each leg. (C) At the end of embryogenesis (day 8), hind legs appear visibly longer than
mid legs. (D) Comparison of the total length of the T2 and T3 legs during days 1
through 8. Both appendages display similar growth patterns during days 1-4. However,
starting from day 5, the hind legs grow significantly longer than mid legs. (E) The
percentage of enlargement of the T3 legs relative to the T2 counterparts. The red
vertical line indicates the establishment of leg segmentation at day 4 and divides
Oncopeltus embryogenesis into the initial and final phases. In contrast to cricket
embryos, the percentage of the T3 leg enlargement does not differ significantly at the
end of the two stages of the milkweed bug development. White solid lines in panel (B)
denote segment boundaries within each leg. Error bars are the 95% confidence
intervals. Abbreviations: N, number of samples analyzed; T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Fe,
femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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Figure 2.4
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The enlargement of the T3 leg both increases and decreases (reaching a high of
10.9% and a low of 3.6%) during days 1 through 4, followed by a continuous rise from
11.1% to 13.5% during the second half of embryogenesis (days 5-8) (Fig. 2.4E). The
leg segmentation becomes visible on day 4 and can be used to divide the leg
development of Oncopeltus embryos into initial and final phases (Fig. 2.4B). Note that,
in contrast to crickets, the percentage of the T3 leg enlargement is similar at the end of
the two phases of milkweed bug embryogenesis (compare Fig. 2.1E vs. Fig. 2.4E).
Therefore, the major difference in T3 growth between Acheta and Oncopeltus occurs
during the second half of embryonic development (final stage).
Similar to Acheta, Oncopeltus displays temporal decoupling of the mitotic activity from
leg elongation
To determine how mitotic activity relates to the dynamics of the T2 and T3 leg
elongation, we examined the expression of H3 in both appendages (Fig. 2.5A-B). We
observed two major RMA trends during Oncopeltus embryogenesis (Fig. 2.5C). First,
the hind legs have higher mitotic indices than the mid legs (F

1, 324

= 6.065, P < 0.0001),

which is consistent with the fact that they are larger appendages. Second, the RMA
declines in both pairs of legs as embryos age (F 1, 324 = 482.79, P < 0.0001). Aside from
a small uptick on day 4, the values of RMA continue to decline until they reach zero on
day 6. In contrast to this cessation of mitotic activity, the legs continue to elongate
during this period (days 5-8). This is similar to crickets and indicative of the decoupling
of cell proliferation from leg elongation during the final stage of Oncopeltus
embryogenesis.
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Figure 2.5. As in Acheta, the mitotic activity entirely stops in Oncopeltus legs during
the final phase of embryogenesis. (A-B) The expression of H3 in the T2 and T3 legs of
2 and 4 day old embryos. There are more proliferating cells in both appendages at day
4 than 2. (C) Comparison of relative mitotic activity (RMA) and total length in the mid
and hind legs. RMA decreases in both pairs of legs from days 1 through 5, except for
day 4, and ceases completely at day 6. However, the total leg length increases
throughout embryogenesis. White solid lines in panel (B) indicate segment boundaries
within each leg. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. Note that error bars
for total leg length fit inside the symbols and thus are not displayed. Abbreviations: N,
number of RMI sampled for each leg; T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta,
tarsus.
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In Oncopeltus, the mid and hind legs exhibit similar dynamics of individual segment
growth
We examined the dynamics of elongation of individual T2 and T3 mid-distal
segments to determine their contributions to the total leg size (Fig. 2.6A, B).

In

Oncopeltus, these podomeres exhibit similar growth patterns within each leg. For the
T2 leg, at day 4, the tibia is the largest, followed by the femur, and then the tarsus (Fig.
2.6A). Note that we have not measured the lengths of these podomeres on day 5,
because the visible boundaries between them cannot be identified. At day 6, all leg
segments can be recognized again, with the tibia continuing to dominate in length and
the tarsus becoming similar in size to the femur. This pattern remains unchanged until
the end of embryogenesis, with the tibia being longer than the femur and tarsus (Ti > Fe
> Ta).
Essentially the same dynamic of segmental elongation is observed within the
hind legs (Fig. 2.6B). Starting from day 4, the tibia is always the longest segment,
followed by the femur, and then the tarsus.

This trend is generally maintained

throughout the rest of embryogenesis. The main difference between the two pairs of
legs occurs during days 7 and 8 when the actual increase in the T3 tibial length exceeds
by far the growth of other segments (Ti >> Fe > Ta).

This is quite evident when

considering the percentage of enlargement of the T3 leg podomeres relative to their
corresponding mid leg counterparts (Fig. 2.6C). At day 4, the enlargement of hind leg
segments is 12.7% (femur), 11.6% (tibia), and 5.1% (tarsus).

At the end of

embryogenesis, however, the T3 tibia exhibits the largest length increase of 20.7%. At
the same time, the T3 femur and tarsus are only moderately enlarged by 12.4% and
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Figure 2.6. In Oncopeltus, mid-distal segments of both T2 and T3 legs display similar
growth patterns. (A-B) Temporal dynamics of growth of the femur, tibia, and tarsus in
mid and hind legs, respectively. The segments of both appendages show similar
developmental modes on days 4 and 6. The growth pattern established at day 6
remains unchanged in the T2 podomeres until the end of embryogenesis, when the T2
tibia grows longer than the femur and tarsus (Ti > Fe > Ta). However, in the T3 legs,
the tibial elongation by far exceeds that of the femur and tarsus (Ti >> Fe > Ta). (C)
The percentage of enlargement of the hind leg segments relative to corresponding mid
counterparts. In Oncopeltus, it is the tibia that contributes the most to allometric growth
of the T3 legs. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. Abbreviations: N,
number of samples analyzed; T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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8.5%, respectively. These data show that the tibia is the largest contributor to the size
variation between mid and hind legs, followed by the femur and tarsus.
Crickets and milkweed bugs display differences in contributions of their embryonic and
post-embryonic allometric growth to adult leg size
The hind legs of both Acheta and Oncopeltus continue to increase in length at
different rates during post-embryogenesis (Fig. 2.7). However, what is not known is
how this post-embryonic enlargement compares to allometry already established in
embryos. To address this question, we measured the total length as well as the length
of individual segments in adult females and males. Before presenting our data, it is
useful to mention that at the end of Acheta embryogenesis, the hind legs are 65.1%
longer than their mid counterparts mainly due to the femur, whose percent enlargement
is 121% compared to 50.8% (tibia) and 38.3% (tarsus) (Fig. 2.7A).

During post-

embryonic development, however, the differential growth of hind legs increases to
87.0% (females) and 96.5% (males). Similar to embryogenesis, this enlargement is
primarily due to changes in the T3 femur that, on average, grows by an additional
36.5%. At the same time, the adult T3 tibia increases by a similar degree as the femur
and becomes 81.8% (females) and 94.7% (males) longer relative to its corresponding
T2 leg counterpart. In contrast, the difference in the tarsal length between T2 and T3
legs goes up by only 7.7% in females and 18.7% in males. These results illustrate three
important aspects of differential leg growth in Acheta: 1) allometric changes during
embryogenesis are more important for final enlargement of T3 legs compared to postembryonic ones; 2) it is the femur that contributes the most to differential growth
throughout development; and 3) the role of the tibia increases significantly during post-
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Figure 2.7. The contribution of allometric changes established at embryonic and postembryonic levels to the leg morphology observed in Acheta and Oncopeltus adults. (AB) Dissected T2 and T3 legs of first nymphal and adult (female and male) stages in
crickets and milkweed bugs, respectively. The tables below show the percentage of
enlargement of the hind legs and their individual segments relative to mid legs and their
corresponding leg counterparts in both insect species. The majority of size variation
between T2 and T3 legs in Acheta occurs during embryogenesis (65.1% vs. 87.0%,
96.5%), while in Oncopeltus, during post-embryogenesis (13.5% vs. 38.2%, 34.9%).
Similar to embryonic allometric growth, post-embryonic changes in the length of the T3
femur and tibia continue to contribute the most to differential enlargement of hind legs
observed in adult crickets and milkweed bugs, respectively. In addition, the importance
of the T3 tibia (Acheta) and both femur and tarsus (Oncopeltus) increases during postembryogenesis.
White solid lines mark segment boundaries within each leg.
Abbreviations: T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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embryogenesis.
A much smaller degree of leg allometry characterizes the embryonic
development in Oncopeltus, with T3 legs of first nymphs being 13.5% longer than their
T2 counterparts (Fig. 2.7B). In adults, however, the size differential between mid and
hind legs more than doubles and reaches 38.2% in females and 34.9% in males. This
observation clearly highlights that, in Oncopeltus, it is the post-embryonic allometry that
contributes more to final enlargement of the T3 legs. Throughout the development, the
T3 tibia continues to be the most elongated segment.

Compared to embryonic

enlargement of 20.7%, its differential growth increases even more during postembryogenesis and reaches 55.8% and 49.7%, respectively.

In addition, the

contributions of the femur and tarsus increase three- (from 12.4% to 41.8%) and twofold (from 8.5% to 22.3%) during this period, respectively.
Discussion
Allometry is a common phenomenon in nature that has long been recognized for
its potential to generate species-specific morphologies (Gould, 1966; Huxley, 1972;
Thompson, 1942; Wilson, 1953). The vivid illustration of such phenotypic variation is
displayed by males of the dung beetle, Onthophagus taurus, where the length of the
cephalic horns increases with overall body size (Emlen and Nijhout, 1999).
Consequently, large males produce disproportionately long horns, which are greatly
reduced or absent in smaller males. Allometry has also been shown to contribute to
variations in head sizes of male dimorphic bees (Danforth, 1991; Danforth and
Desjardins, 1999), eyestalk length of flies (Wilkinson and Dodson, 1997), fore-femur
length in castes of aphids (Stern et al., 1996), and forceps length of earwigs (Simmons
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and Tomkins, 1996). These studies, however, have always been confined to postembryonic stages.
The current report provides the first characterization of allometric growth
dynamics during embryonic development of two hemimetabolous insects that display a
vast difference in the enlargement of their hind legs.

Acheta represents a prime

example of species with disproportionately developed, “jumping” T3 legs. In contrast,
Oncopeltus is characterized by a rather moderate degree of hind leg enlargement
(Mahfooz et al., 2004). We found that during the initial phase of Acheta embryogenesis,
the variation in total length between mid and hind legs is small-to-moderate, while it
increases significantly during the final stage (Fig. 2.1E).

Additionally, this latter

enlargement occurs at a time when the boundaries (limits) between leg podomeres
become clearly visible. In contrast, the percentage of the T3 leg enlargement is much
smaller in Oncopeltus and it does not differ significantly at the end of the two phases of
embryogenesis (Fig. 2.4E). Previous studies in Drosophila indicated that the formation
of tissue limits (boundaries) is necessary for normal development of appendages as
they provide a framework for their growth and patterning (Bishop et al., 1999; de Celis
et al., 1998; Gonzalez-Gaitan et al., 1994; Irvine and Vogt, 1997; Rauskolb and Irvine,
1999). These boundaries are also important for specification of the leg joints that allow
movement between segments (Mirth and Akam, 2002).
Additionally, this study provides insight into the cellular aspects of the differential
enlargement of hind legs by examining the proliferative cell activity (measured as
relative mitotic activity, RMA). As illustrated in Fig. 2.2C and 2.5C, although both T2
and T3 legs of Acheta and Oncopeltus elongate in a similar fashion during the initial
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phase of embryogenesis, the dynamics of their RMA are quite different. In the former,
the RMA goes up continuously in both legs between days 3 and 6 (Fig. 2.2C). In
contrast, in the latter species, values of RMA generally decrease starting at day 1 and
continuing until day 6 (Fig. 2.5C).

Based on these observations, it appears that

differences in the degree of the T3 leg enlargement are correlated with the alteration in
the dynamics of RMA.
In addition to the differences stated above, Acheta and Oncopeltus also exhibit
two common trends. First, in both species, the T3 legs always have higher mitotic
indices than their T2 counterparts (Fig. 2.2C, 2.5C). Second, the cell proliferation in the
legs arrests entirely during the final stage of embryogenesis. Yet, it is precisely during
this period that the majority of size variation between T2 and T3 legs occurs. These
results suggest that additional cellular mechanisms, such as alterations in cell size, cell
shape, or cell rearrangement, are also responsible for hind leg allometry. At present,
these processes have been primarily examined with regard to regular (non-allometric)
growth of the organ (Condic et al., 1991; Conlon and Raff, 1999; Fristrom, 1993;
Weinkove et al., 1999). For example, changes in cell size can account for one third to
two thirds of the difference in size of the basitarsus, wing, and eye in some Hawaiian
species of Drosophila (Stevenson, 1995). Cell rearrangement plays an important role
during evagination of wing and leg imaginal discs in fruit flies, whereas the alteration in
cell shape is common during the formation of wing blades (Fristrom, 1976; Taylor and
Adler, 2008). In a similar fashion, while haltere cells retain their cuboidal shape during
pupation, wing cells acquire different morphology and become star-shaped (Roch and
Akam, 2000). These results highlight the importance of characterizing the cell size and
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cell shape in T2 and T3 legs and determining whether and to what degree the
differences in cell morphology contribute to allometric leg growth during the final stage
of embryogenesis.
Complementary to elucidating the cellular mechanisms that underlie the changes
in the leg size, it is also necessary to obtain in-depth understanding of genetic control of
leg growth. Even though all insects share the same modular leg design composed of
five segments and a pair of claws, various insect lineages exhibit their own unique
morphology with respect to the length, shape, and function of individual segments.
Comparison of developmental modes of mid-distal podomeres (femur, tibia, and tarsus)
in both T2 and T3 legs reveals important differences between Acheta and Oncopeltus.
During cricket embryogenesis (days 9 and 10), the pattern of elongation observed in the
T2 legs (tarsus > tibia > femur) is different from that in the T3 legs (femur >> tibia =
tarsus). On the other hand, Oncopeltus exhibits similar developmental modes in both
legs (Fig. 2.5A-B). Hence, this data indicates that regulation of podomere size appears
to be appendage- and species-specific. However, at present we have only started to
elucidate how such specificity is regulated at the genetic level.
Recent functional studies in Acheta and Oncopeltus have shown that the hox
gene Ubx is responsible for the enlargement of hind legs in both species (Mahfooz et
al., 2007). The same gene also regulates the size of the T3 legs in Drosophila (Stern,
2003) and T2 legs in the water strider, Gerris buenoi (Khila et al., 2009). Furthermore, a
survey of Ubx expression in embryos of a wide range of hemimetabolous lineages
shows that its expression is localized to only those segments of the T3 legs that
become enlarged (Mahfooz et al., 2004). These results indicate that Ubx plays the role
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of the “common trigger” in the allometric growth of the hind and mid legs in insects. In
separate studies, a zinc-finger transcription factor, Sp8, has been shown to contribute to
differential outgrowth of all limbs in Tribolium and Oncopeltus (Beermann et al., 2004;
Schaeper et al., 2009). Note, however, that Sp8 is responsible for differences in growth
between head and thoracic appendages (mouthparts, antennae vs. legs) and does not
affect the size differential of individual legs.

An analysis of Dpp (decapentaplegic)

expression patterns in the field cricket, Gryllus bimaculatus, suggests that this gene
may play a role in the allometry of the hind legs, at least within orthopterans (Niwa et al.,
2000). The further advancement of our understanding of the T3 leg evolution in insects
will require an identification of additional genes that specifically affect the growth of the
hind legs as well as determination as to whether their roles are general or lineagespecific.
The present study shows a marked variation in temporal aspects of differential
leg growth between two divergent insect lineages, orthopterans (Acheta) and
hemipterans (Oncopeltus). In Acheta, it is embryonic allometry that accounts for the
majority of size variation observed between T2 and T3 legs in adults (Fig. 2.7A).
However, this trend is reversed in Oncopeltus, where differential leg growth becomes
more pronounced during post-embryogenesis (Fig. 2.7B). A similar pattern is found in
the German cockroach, Blatella germanica, a hemimetabolous insect species with
moderately elongated hind legs (Tanaka et al., 1986). Although based on very limited
data, the above insights highlight the importance and necessity of incorporating both the
embryonic and post-embryonic stages of development for future studies of mechanisms
underlying allometric growth in insects.
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CHAPTER 3
EMBRYONIC FUNCTIONS OF NUB IN A HEMIMETABOLOUS INSECT ACHETA
DOMESTICUS
This chapter has been prepared for submission to a peer-reviewed journal:
Nataliya Turchyn and Aleksandar Popadić. 2010. Embryonic functions of nub in a
hemimetabolous insect Acheta domesticus.
Abstract
Insects display a whole spectrum of morphological diversity, which is especially
noticeable in the organization of their appendages. A recent study in a hemipteran,
Oncopeltus fasciatus (milkweed bug), indicates that nubbin (nub) may partly be
responsible for this phenotypic variation. In this species, the depletion of nub affects
antenna morphogenesis, labial patterning, femoral length, and, most importantly, the
formation of a limbless abdomen. To determine further the role of this gene in the
evolution of insect morphology, we used RNAi to analyze its function in an orthopteran,
Acheta domesticus (house cricket). The depletion of nub causes cricket first nymphs to
develop crooked antennae, whereas the morphologies of their mouthparts and
abdomen remain unchanged.

The main effect is observed in all thoracic legs that

become greatly reduced in length due to severe shortening of the tibia and tarsus.
These appendages also lack a joint between the tibia and the first tarsal subunit (Ta-1).
The detailed analysis of leg morphology showed that the distal region of the tibia lost its
tibial features and instead acquired the distinct bristle patterning of Ta-1. The data
presented here provides the first direct evidence for a role of nub in the leg
segmentation in insects. Overall, the insights obtained from Acheta and Oncopeltus
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reveal the presence of prominent species-specific differences in the genetic
mechanisms underlying leg segment growth, joint formation, and development of
limbless abdomen.
Introduction
Expression of the pair-rule gene nubbin (nub) is very diverse and characterized
by the presence of species-specific patterns among different insect lineages. Most of
our knowledge of nub expression comes from studies of neurogenesis and wing
development in Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly). This species represents a highly
derived insect group and exhibits nub signals in the central nervous system (CNS) and
in the wing pouch and hinge (Billin et al., 1991; Cifuentes and Garcia-Bellido, 1997; Ng
et al., 1995). While limited information is available regarding nub expression patterns in
the leg segments and joints of the fruit fly (Mirth and Akam, 2002; Rauskolb and Irvine,
1999), nothing is known about nub signal in the mouthparts. Outside of Drosophila, the
expression pattern of nub during wing development was observed in another
holometabolous species, Bombyx mori (silkworm), where nub encompasses the entire
wing disc (Kango-Singh et al., 2001). Recently, the domains of nub expression were
determined in two basal insect lineages, Thermobia (firebrat) and Periplanata
(cockroach), and in a moderately derived hemimetabolous species, Oncopeltus
(milkweed bug) (Li and Popadic, 2004).

In the latter, nub is detected in all head

appendages and legs, but, most importantly, it acquires a novel domain in a posterior
region of the embryo that corresponds to the future abdomen (Hrycaj et al., 2008). The
fact that insects exhibit a wide array of diversity in nub expression patterns raises a
question as to how much of this variation may be translated into functional divergence.
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To date, the function of nub in insects has only been described in Drosophila and
Oncopeltus. In flies, nub is involved in the growth and proximal-distal patterning of
wings, maturation of neuroblast cells, and leg elongation (Bhat and Schedl, 1994;
Cifuentes and Garcia-Bellido, 1997; Mirth and Akam, 2002; Neumann and Cohen, 1998;
Ng et al., 1995; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). In Oncopeltus, however, nub is necessary
for proper development of antennae and labium in the head and for growth of the
femoral segment in all three pairs of legs (Hrycaj et al., 2008). It also has a novel
function in the abdomen where it represses limb formation.
To determine whether and to what degree the roles of nub are conserved in other
hemimetabolous insects, we examined its expression patterns and functions in an
orthopteran Acheta domesticus (house cricket). Acheta accumulates nub transcripts in
the head appendages, legs, and abdomen in a pattern that is different from that of
Oncopeltus. The subsequent use of maternal RNA interference (RNAi) showed that
nub-depleted first nymphs exhibit crooked antennae, while their gnathal appendages
(mandibles, maxillae, and labium) remain intact. nub does not have a visible role in the
abdomen or its associated appendages (cerci), although it is expressed in this region.
The most prominent feature of nub RNAi phenotype is in the thorax, where all three
pairs of legs are severely undersized and lack a joint between the tibia and first
tarsomere.

This result is the first documented case of nub function in insect leg

segmentation. Overall, the present study shows that nub displays unique expression
patterns and functions in Acheta appendages, further supporting the notion that this
gene plays a prominent role in the divergence of insect morphology.
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Materials and Methods
Insect maintenance and collection of eggs
Acheta domesticus were raised at room temperature on a diet of fresh lettuce
leaves supplemented by dry cat food and water. The laid eggs were collected on daily
bases and incubated at 30 °C in a moist environment for all experiments.
Generation of Acheta nub and Ubx cDNAs
Total RNA was extracted with TriZol reagent (Life Technologies, Grand Island,
NY, USA) from mixed-stage embryos following manufacturer’s instructions.

The

synthesis of cDNA, RT-PCR, and cloning were carried out according to the previously
described protocols (Li and Popadic, 2004). Degenerated primers targeting the highly
conserved amino acid motifs EQFAKT (5´-GGAATTCGARCARTT YGCIA-ARAC-3´)
and KEKRINP (5´-GCTCTAGAGGRTTIATICKYTTYCYTT-3´) were used to generate a
PCR fragment of Acheta nub that contains the highly conserved 5’ POU homedomain, a
hypervariable linker region, and the 3’ homeodomain. The resulting product (387 bp)
was then cloned into pCR4-TOPO vector system (Invitrogen, Carlbad, CA, USA) and
verified by sequencing. No evidence for paralogous copies was found between our
sequences and previously described nub homologs in GenBank using MacVector 6.0.1
software (Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA). We also sub-cloned a shorter fragment of
Acheta nub (204 bp) that encompasses the hypervariable linker and 3’ homeodomain
and utilized a 120 bp fragment of Acheta Ubx that was recently reported by Mahfooz et
al., (2007).
In situ hybridization and immunostaining
The longer fragment of Acheta nub (387 bp) was used as a template for the
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synthesis of digoxygenin-labeled RNA probes (Roche). In situ hybridization procedure
was performed as described in Li and Popadic (2004). Ubx expression was detected
using the mouse monoclonal antibody FP 6.87 (1:8; donated by R. White) according to
the published protocol in Mahfooz et al., (2004).

Leica TCS SP2 lazer confocal

scanning and Zeiss Axiophot microscopes were used to take images of in situ
hybridization- and antibody-stained Acheta embryos, respectively.
RNA interference
To analyze nub function, we treated adult females with double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) according to maternal RNAi methodology previously described by Mahfooz et
al. (2007). Specifically, six µL of nub dsRNA at concentration of 2.5µg/µl was injected
into the abdomens of female crickets using a Hamilton syringe (cat. # 84853).
Following injections, they were placed in separate containers and reared with wild type
males. The eggs were collected daily and incubated at 30 °C. Some of them were left
undisturbed, while those intended for in situ and antibody staining were dissected at
various stages of development.

Both the embryos that die before completing

embryogenesis (approximately 95% development) and those that emerge into first
nymphs were scored for nub RNAi phenotypes. We examined a total of 1,061 embryos
and first nymphs and placed them into two different classes depending on the
phenotypic severity (class I – strong and class II – moderate). We also analyzed the
progeny of Acheta females injected with a 375 bp fragment of GFP dsRNA as a control
for nonspecific side effects of RNAi. All GFP-treated embryos and first nymphs were
indistinguishable from wild type controls.
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Leg measurements and data analysis
The pictures of the dissected mid (T2) and hind (T3) legs from sixteen Acheta
first nymphs were taken with a SPOT RT CCD digital camera (Diagnostic Instruments)
connected to a LEICA MZ 12.5 microscope. The total length as well as the length of
individual leg segments (femur, tibia, and tarsus) were measured along the proximaldistal axes by using a SPOT 4.5 software. Each leg and its segments were measured
twice and the variance between the repeated measurements was analyzed using
ANOVA (SPSS Version 11.5). Because there was no significant difference between
two measurements, we averaged them and utilized these data for final ANOVA
analysis.
Results
Embryonic expression patterns of Acheta nub
At 25% development, nub mRNA is expressed in all head appendages and
thoracic leg buds at varying levels of intensity (Fig. 3.1A). In the head region, while a
strong signal is observed in the antennae, only weak expression is detected in the
distal-most tip of the mandibles. nub is also present throughout the maxillary and labial
limb buds, with a higher level of intensity being restricted to their distal ends (Fig. 3.1A’,
inset). In the thorax, a strong accumulation of nub is observed in the mid-distal portions
of all leg buds (Fig. 3.1D). At this stage, no signal is present in the abdomen except in
its posterior-most segment (Fig. 3.1A). At 35% development, the nub expression in the
antennae resolves into three concentric bands (labeled as 1, 2, and 3) in the proximaldistal direction (Fig. 3.1B, B’, inset). In the mandibles, the diffused nub signal now
encompasses the entire appendage. The level of nub also increases in both maxillary
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Figure 3.1. Expression patterns of nub mRNA in wild type Acheta embryos. (A) At
25% development, nub transcript accumulates in all head appendages and thoracic limb
buds at varying levels of intensity and in the posterior-most edge of the abdomen. (A’,
inset) Close-up view of the head region at this stage shows that while antennae and
distal ends of the maxillary and labial palps exhibit a strong signal, only low level of nub
is present in the mandibles. (B) nub mRNA expression at 35% development. The
signal resolves into several rings in the antennae and thoracic legs. Expression is also
observed in the mid region of the last abdominal segment and at the posterior-most
edges of the presumptive cerci. (B’, inset) Close-up view of the head appendages at
this stage shows the presence of three bands of nub in the antennae, a diffused signal
in the mandibles, and a strong expression in the distal parts of the maxillary and labial
palps. (C) At 45% development, new rings of nub appear in the antennae, maxillary
and labial palps, and legs. Expression is also seen throughout the abdomen, with a
higher level of intensity being restricted to the A10. (C’, inset) At this stage, another
band and a diffuse patch (asterisk) of nub emerge in the distal-most part of the
antennae. In the maxillary and labial palps, two rings and a “sock” are observed in the
proximal-mid region and at the distal-most end, respectively. (D-F) The magnified
images of thoracic legs at 25%, 35%, and 45% development, respectively. (D) nub
mRNA accumulates in the mid-distal region of each leg. (E) The expression pattern
resolves into four rings with varying levels of intensity. (F) A fifth, weaker band of nub
appears in the distal-most portion of each leg. Abbreviations: An, antenna; Mn,
mandible; Mx, maxilla; Lb, labium; T1-T3, thoracic legs 1-3; A1, first abdominal
segment; A10, tenth abdominal segment; Ce, cerci. Small Roman letters (a-b, brown)
denote nub expression in the maxillary and labial palps, whereas the Arabic (1-4, blue)
and Roman (I-V, red) numerals mark the rings of nub expression in the antennae and
thoracic legs, respectively.
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and labial appendages, especially in their distal palps.

As shown in Fig. 3.1E,

expression in the legs resolves into four distinct rings with varying levels of intensity
(labeled as I, II, III, and IV). Ring I is the most proximal with a moderate level of
expression, whereas ring II is narrow with a weak signal in the middle region of each
leg. Rings III and IV are localized in the mid-distal leg region and accumulate the
highest levels of nub. In the abdomen, nub expression is now detected in the middle of
the last segment (A10) and at the posterior-most edges of the presumptive cerci (Fig.
3.1B).
By 45% development, a new domain (band 4) and a diffused patch (marked with
asterisk) of nub appear in the distal region of the antennae (Fig. 3.1C, C’, inset). The
signal still accumulates throughout the mandibles with a higher level of expression
being restricted to their distal-most parts. At this stage, nub expression in the maxillary
and labial appendages resolves into two rings (labeled as a and b) in the proximal-mid
region and a “sock” distal to it (Fig. 3.1C’, inset). Note that a new domain of nub (ring V)
becomes noticeable in the distal-most portion of each leg as they continue to elongate
(Fig. 3.1F). This ring is rather narrow and has a weak level of expression. In the
abdomen, the signal becomes diffused and expands in the anterior direction
encompassing most of this region (Fig. 3.1C). As Acheta embryogenesis proceeds, nub
accumulation disappears from all head appendages (data not shown). In the legs, only
two bands of nub expression (rings III and IV) remain, corresponding to distal femur and
tibia.
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Acheta nub RNAi first nymphs are characterized by crooked antennae and significantly
shortened thoracic legs
To examine the functional significance of nub expression patterns, we utilized the
previously described maternal RNAi approaches (Hrycaj et al., 2008; Mahfooz et al.,
2007). The administration of nub dsRNA effectively suppresses the accumulation of
nub transcript in developing Acheta embryos (Fig. 3.2A). We analyzed a total of 1,061
embryos and first nymphs (hatchlings) of which 43.7% are wild type and 56.3% exhibit
distinct morphological changes. Similar to Drosophila (Bhat and Schedl, 1994) and
Oncopeltus (Hrycaj et al., 2008), a large percentage of nub-depleted embryos (57.8%)
do not hatch, although they complete approximately 95% of development.

The

remaining 42.2% are capable of hatching into the first nymphs but die shortly after.
Overall, nub RNAi phenotypes display morphological changes that range from strong
(class I) to moderate (class II). Class I includes embryos and first nymphs that exhibit
severe alterations of the antennae and all three pairs of legs. The class II individuals,
on the other hand, show changes mainly in the hind legs. In addition, some of them
have antennae similar to ones observed in class I.
In the present study, we focused on class I first nymphs rather than embryos
because the mutant phenotypes observed in the former can be exactly compared to the
corresponding stage in wild type, allowing us to accurately measure their legs. The
abolition of Acheta nub causes morphological changes in two body regions: the head
and thorax (Fig. 3.2C).

In the former, the mid-distal part of the antenna becomes

crooked due to fusion of adjacent segments (Fig. 3.2D). Note that although nub mRNA
accumulates in all gnathal appendages (maxillae, labium, and mandibles), we did not
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Figure 3.2. nub RNAi phenotypes. (A) The accumulation of nub transcript is
completely abolished in Acheta nub RNAi embryos. (B-C) Compared to wild type, class
I hatchlings exhibit morphological changes in the head and thorax. (D-E3) Dissected
antenna (D) and gnathal appendages: labium (E1), maxilla (E2), and mandible (E3) of
wild type and nub RNAi first nymphs. The mid-distal region of the antenna becomes
crooked in nub-depleted individuals, whereas the morphologies of their mouthparts
remain unaltered. (F and G) Dissected T2 and T3 legs of wild type and nub RNAi
hatchlings, respectively. (F’-F’’, G’-G’’, insets) The corresponding magnified images of
the mid-distal segments of wild type and nub-depleted individuals. Compared to wild
type, nub RNAi legs are visibly reduced in size and no longer have a distinct first
tarsomere. (H-J) Total leg length and the length of individual segments in wild type and
nub-depleted first nymphs, respectively. In the latter, the legs are significantly
undersized due to the shortening of mainly tibia and tarsus. White solid lines mark the
boundaries between the femur and tibia, tibia and tarsus, and each tarsomere. Error
bars represent the 95% confidence intervals, n=16. Abbreviations: T2-T3, thoracic legs
2-3; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus; Ta-1-Ta-3, tarsomeres 1-3.
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observe any changes in their external morphologies (Fig. 3.2E1-E3).
Hrycaj et al., (2008) demonstrated that in milkweed bugs, the depletion of nub
causes the growth of ectopic legs on segments A2 to A6. The nub transcript is also
detected in Acheta abdomen, but its expression is initially restricted to the posteriormost edges of the presumptive cerci (Fig. 3.1A, B). Later in development, the diffused
signal extends throughout the abdominal region, with a higher level of expression being
restricted to the A10 segment (Fig. 3.1C). Based on the observed expression pattern, it
is tempting to speculate that nub may play roles in the cerci and the abdomen.
However, there are no morphological changes in these structures, suggesting that nub
may have no function in the development of Acheta abdomen or it may act redundantly
(Fig. 3.2C).
Wild type first nymphs have greatly enlarged hind (T3) legs when compared to
their fore (T1/T2) counterparts (Fig. 3.2F).

In T2 legs, the tibia and tarsus appear

similar in length and are only slightly longer than the femur. In “jumping” hind legs,
however, the femur is by far the largest segment (podomere), followed by the tibia, and
then the tarsus. Note that the tarsus of all legs is subdivided into three subunits called
tarsomeres (Fig. 3.2F’-F’’, insets). The first tarsomere (Ta-1) is always the longest,
followed by Ta-3, while second tarsal subunit (Ta-2) is the smallest.

nub RNAi

hatchlings exhibit two major defects in their legs. First, their overall length is visibly
reduced by shortening of mainly the tibia and tarsus, and to a much lesser degree, of
the femur (Fig. 3.2F, G). Second, these legs appear to lack a distinct proximal-most
tarsomere (Ta-1), while the second and third tarsal subunits are slightly affected in size
but not in morphology (Fig. 3.2G’-G’’, insets). Thus, these findings reveal that in
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Acheta, nub is necessary for both the formation of the Ta-1 and for leg elongation.
To determine the degree of actual leg shortening, we measured the total leg
length as well as length of individual segments (femur, tibia, and tarsus) in wild type and
nub-depleted first nymphs (Fig. 3.2H, J). In the former, the overall length of the T2 and
T3 legs are 1,432µm and 2,423µm, respectively (Fig. 3.2H, solid bars). The depletion
of nub causes hatchlings to develop significantly shorter T2 legs (1,040µm long),
demonstrating a 27.3% reduction (Fig. 3.2H, stripped bars). The shortening of the T3
legs is slightly larger, totaling a 28.5% decrease in size. As shown in Fig. 3.2J (stripped
bars) the overall reduction in leg length is due to an uneven shortening of individual leg
segments. The affected T2 leg femur, tibia, and tarsus exhibit 5.0%, 24%, and 56.2%
reductions in size, respectively. At the same time, shortening of the corresponding hind
leg counterparts is 5.1% (femur), 26% (tibia), and 63.9% (tarsus).
Acheta nub RNAi affects leg segmentation
Next, we focused on the T3 tibia and tarsus and examined the morphologies of
their cuticular structures (spurs, spines, and bristles) (Fig. 3.3A-B2).

In wild type

hatchlings, the boundary between the first and second tarsomeres (Ta-1/Ta-2) bears
two spines and a pair of spurs (Fig. 3.3A, A1). The spurs display a unique morphology
by being covered with several bristles (Fig. 3.3A1, arrowheads).

In contrast, the

boundary between the tibia and first tarsal subunit (Ti/Ta-1) lacks spines and is
surrounded by four spurs that are free of bristles (Fig. 3.3A2). A close examination of
the corresponding structures in nub-depleted first nymphs reveals that morphology of
the distal part of the tibia is greatly affected (Fig. 3.3B). First, the four bristle-free spurs
that normally characterize distal tibia are absent. Second, this region now features the
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Figure 3.3. nub RNAi effects on the T3 tibia and tarsus. (A-B) The magnified images
of the tibia and tarsus of wild type and class I first nymphs, respectively. (A1-A2) Closeup views of the boundaries between the first and second tarsomeres (A1) and between
the tibia and first tarsomere (A2) in wild type. In order to better visualize their
morphologies, spines and spurs were artificially colored. Ta-1/Ta-2 boundary bears a
pair of spines and two spurs covered with bristles (arrowheads), while four spurs free of
bristles surround Ti/Ta-1 boundary. (B1-B2) Close-up views of the corresponding
structures in nub-depleted individuals. The distal region of the tibia now bears one pair
of spurs covered with bristles (B1, arrowheads) and one pair of spines (B2), both
cuticular features that are normally found on the first tarsomere. (C-D) Ubx expression
patterns in the hind legs of wild type and nub-deficient embryos, respectively. The T3
legs of wild type Acheta embryos exhibit an ectodermal Ubx expression in the tibia and
mesodermal signal in the femur, first and second tarsomeres. In cotrast, nub RNAi
embryos have a novel mesodermal expression of Ubx in the mid-distal region of the
tibia and a single ring in the tarsus that corresponds to the second tarsomere. In both
panels, asterisk indicates the absence of signal in the small area of the proximal tibia.
White solid lines mark the boundaries between the femur and tibia as well as between
the tibia and tarsus. Abbreviations: Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ti*, fused tibia and first
tarsomere; Ta-1-Ta-2, tarsomeres 1-2.
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paired spurs (Fig. 3B1) and spines (Fig. 3B2) that are normally found at Ta-1/Ta-2
boundary. Furthermore, these spurs are covered with bristles similar to ones observed
at the distal end of the first tarsomere in wild type (compare Fig. 3.3A1 vs. 3.3B1,
arrowheads). In summary, in nub RNAi embryos the distal part of the tibia has acquired
the attributes of the distal region of Ta-1.
To further explore the genetic regulation of leg growth, we examined the
expression patterns of Ultrabithorax (Ubx) in Acheta hind legs. In wild type T3 legs, Ubx
accumulates in both ectoderm and mesoderm of the femur and along a rim of
ectodermal cells in the tibia (Fig. 3.3C). Note that a patch of cells in the proximal region
of the tibia is devoid of Ubx expression (Fig. 3.3C, asterisk). In the first tarsomere (Ta1), the Ubx expression is localized not only in the ectoderm but also in a ring of the
mesodermal cells at its distal end. Another mesodermal ring of Ubx expression is seen
in the presumptive Ta-2, while there is no detectable expression in the third tarsal
subunit (Ta-3). These findings show that accumulation of Ubx in the tibia is solely
ectodermal, whereas its localization in the femur and first tarsomere is both ectodermal
and mesodermal. In similarly staged nub-depleted embryos, Ubx expression remains
unchanged in the femur and proximal half of the tibia (Fig. 3.3D). However, the distal
tibia acquires ectopic mesodermal expression of Ubx.

In addition, tarsal Ubx

accumulation becomes restricted to a single band of the cells corresponding to the
second tarsomere of the wild type. These findings suggest that the newly observed
mesodermal signal in the tibia is the result of severe tissue compression that
encompasses both the distal half of the tibia and the entire Ta-1. Therefore, the altered
Ubx expression in nub RNAi embryos is consistant with the observed morphological
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changes, and further supports the notion that the proximal half of the tibia retains its wild
type identity while its distal half represents the first tarsomere.
nub and Ubx act in parallel to control the growth of Acheta hind legs
Next, we tested for the possibility of interaction between Ubx and nub in Acheta
hind legs, based on the fact that both genes affect leg growth.

More specifically,

Mahfooz et al., (2007) showed that Ubx regulates the size of the T3 legs by causing the
mid-distal segments (femur, tibia, and tarsus) to differentially enlarge compared to the
corresponding T2 leg counterparts. On the other hand, nub activity is required for the
increase in length of the tibia and tarsus in all three pairs of legs (this study). Because
both Ubx and nub control the growth of the T3 tibia and tarsus, we are able to analyze
their relationship in these segments. As depicted in Fig. 3.3D, Ubx is not regulated by
nub because it is still localized in the hind legs of nub RNAi embryos. Note that the
observed modifications of its expression patterns in the distal half of the tibia and
proximal-most tarsus are likely due to the severe compression and fusion of these
segments. Similarly, depletion of Ubx does not impact the accumulation of nub mRNA
(data not shown). Hence, these findings indicate that both genes regulate the growth of
the T3 tibia and tarsus independently.
To explore further the effects of nub and Ubx on growth of Acheta T3 legs, we
simultaneously depleted these genes using RNAi (Fig. 3.4). The generated double
hypomorphs do not hatch, although they do complete about 85% of embryogenesis
(Fig. 3.4B). These individuals form an ectopic leg-like appendage on the A1 segment
due to the failure of Ubx to repress Distal-less, Dll (Mahfooz et al., 2007).

More

significantly, double nub/Ubx RNAi embryos display now a much stronger phenotype
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of single (nub) and double (Ubx/nub) RNAi effects on the
development of Acheta hind legs. (A-B) Lateral views of wild type and nub/Ubx RNAi
embryos, respectively. The latter grows ectopic appendage on the first abdominal
segment and have severely shortened thoracic legs. (C-E) Dissected hind legs of wild
type (C), nub RNAi (D), and nub/Ubx RNAi embryos (E). Compared to wild type and
nub RNAi alone, the T3 legs of double nub/Ubx RNAi embryos are more drastically
reduced in size due to a significant shortening of the femur, tibia, and tarsus. White
solid lines mark the boundaries between individual segments. Abbreviations: WT, wild
type; T3, hind leg; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus; Ta-1-Ta-3, tarsomeres 1-3; Ti*, fused
tibia and first tarsomere; A1, first abdominal segment.
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(characterized by greatly undersized T3 femur, tibia, and tarsus) than either single Ubx
(Mahfooz et al., 2007) or nub RNAi applications (Fig. 3.4D, E). These results show that
depletion of both genes causes additional reduction in hind leg length, consistent with
the notion that Ubx and nub act in an independent fashion.
DISCUSSION
Although the expression domains of nub have been analyzed in several insects,
their functional significance has been tested only in the dipteran, Drosophila (fruit fly),
and the hemimpteran, Oncopeltus (milkweed bug). Here, we examined the expression
patterns and role of nub in an orthopteran Acheta domesticus (house cricket), a
hemimetabolous species that exhibits a different morphology of the mouthparts and
belongs to a phylogenetically more basal lineage than milkweed bugs. We found that in
both species, nub plays a role in the growth of specific leg segments, although its
function in leg segmentation is unique to crickets. Interestingly, Acheta nub-depleted
embryos do not exhibit ectopic abdominal appendages, a phenotype that is observed in
Oncopeltus.

These findings suggest the presence of species-specific variations in

genetic mechanisms underlying leg segmentation and growth as well as the formation
of a limbless abdomen in insects.
Role of nub in the head
Based on nub expression data and functional analysis of head structures in
Oncopeltus nub-depleted embryos, it was suggested that this gene might be important
for the morphological diversification of insect mouthparts (Hrycaj et al., 2008; Li and
Popadic, 2004). Milkweed bugs have a haustellate-type mouth where the mandibular
and maxillary appendages are structurally similar but anatomically different from the
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labium. In this species, nub is expressed in all head appendages and its depletion
affects the size of the labium and the formation of antenna sensilla. The role of nub in
the development of mandibular (Mn) and maxillary (Mx) appendages, however, could
not be inferred because nub RNAi individuals do not complete embryogenesis and
these structures are extruded only upon hatching.
In contrast to the situation in Oncopeltus, gnathal appendages in Acheta are
already formed by the end of embryogenesis and are easily distinguished from each
other in both late embryos and in first nymphs. Additionally, crickets have mandibulate
mouthparts where the maxillary and labial appendages share a similar anatomy that is
distinct from that of the mandibles (Popadic et al., 1998). These features allow us to
determine whether or not nub is necessary for the development of Mn and Mx. While in
Acheta nub is expressed in similar patterns in both maxillary and labial appendages, we
do not detect any morphological changes in these structures in RNAi hatchlings (Fig.
3.2E1, E2). These individuals also show no effect in the mandibles (Fig. 3.2E2). The
only head appendage that exhibits a phenotype is the antenna that becomes bent in
nub-depleted crickets due to the fusion of adjacent segments. Note that the observed
morphological change occurs in its mid-distal portion, which corresponds to two rings
(bands 3 and 4) of nub expression (Fig. 3.2C’). Thus, in Acheta head, nub prompts the
patterning of the middle part of the antennae, while it has no visible effect on the
mouthparts. Overall, our data suggest that despite the presence of nub signal in the
gnathal appendages of both crickets and milkweed bugs, this gene may not be
responsible for morphological diversification of insect mouthparts.
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Role of nub in the legs
Previously, the functions of nub in the legs had been examined only in
Drosophila and Oncopeltus. In the former, ring-like domains of nub expression are
detected in the presumptive leg segments and joints (Mirth and Akam, 2002; Rauskolb
and Irvine, 1999). Subsequent loss of nub function leads to the development of fruit
flies with short and gnarled legs (Cifuentes and Garcia-Bellido, 1997). However, this
phenotype was never fully characterized and it is currently not known which segments
are actually affected and whether any leg joints are missing. The study by Hrycaj et al.
(2008) provided the first insight into the actual role of nub in the leg development in
hemimetabolous insects. In Oncopeltus, the depletion of nub causes reduction of the
femur but has no effect on leg segmentation. In the present study, Acheta nub RNAi
results in the shortening of mainly tibia and tarsus and to a lesser degree the femur (Fig.
3.2J). A closer inspection of the generated phenotype reveals that the tibia and the first
tarsomere (Ta-1) fuse to form a single segment that features tibia-like characteristics in
its proximal region and Ta-1 features (spurs with bristles and spines) in its distal region
(Fig. 3.3). Hence, in crickets, nub is involved in both growth of segments and the
formation of the joint between the tibia and first tarsal subunit. The latter result provides
the first direct evidence for the role of nub in leg segmentation in hemimetabolous
insects. While no functional data exist for other arthropods, a similar role was proposed
in the spider, Cupiennius, on the basis of nub expression (Prpic and Damen, 2009).
These findings underscore the importance of extending such functional analyses to
additional phylogenetically informative species for elucidating the ancestral roles of nub
in leg patterning in arthropods in general, and insects in particular.
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Previous studies found that the Notch (N) signaling pathway regulates segmental
growth and joint development in arthropod legs (Bishop et al., 1999; Casares and Mann,
2001; de Celis et al., 1998; Neumann and Cohen, 1998; Prpic and Damen, 2009;
Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999). In fact, the loss of both N pathway ligands, Delta (Dl) and
Serrate (Ser), causes the disappearance of the same joint (Ti/Ta-1) in Drosophila that is
affected in Acheta nub RNAi hatchlings (Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999).

This finding

suggests that Ser and Dl may be the two primary targets of nub through which it
regulates the establishment of the segment boundary between the tibia and tarsus in
crickets. At the same time, nub may also interact with decapentaplegic (dpp), which
has also been proposed to play a role in formation of leg joints based on its expression
patterns in Schistocerca (grasshopper), Gryllus (cricket) and Cupiennius (spider) (Inoue
et al., 2002a; Jockusch et al., 2000; Prpic et al., 2003). In addition, a novel role of the
zinc finger homeodomain 2 (zfh2) gene was recently revealed in leg segmentation of
Tribolium, where its removal results in fusion of the femur with tibiotarsus (Kittelmann et
al., 2009). In Drosophila, zfh2 is involved in the formation of the proximal-distal axis in
the wing disk and is regulated downstream of nub (Terriente et al., 2008; Whitworth and
Russell, 2003). This latter finding is intriguing, suggesting that zfh2 may interact with
nub in Acheta as well.
As illustrated in Fig. 3.2H, the length of the tibia and tarsus of Acheta nub RNAi
hatchlings is greatly reduced (Fig. 3.2H). Compared to wild type, the tibia of nubdepleted individuals is 24% (T2) and 26% (T3) shorter. The tarsal reduction is even
more pronounced, ranging from 56.2% in T2 legs to 63.9% in T3 legs. Note that more
than 90% of the decrease in length is due to the absence of Ta-1, which becomes fused
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to and incorporated into the tibia. Considering this fact (i.e. nub RNAi Ti*=Ti+Ta-1), the
observed shortening is even more drastic. If we are to compare this podomere (Ti*) to
wild type Ti+Ta-1, the actual reduction in its length is now about 52%. Thus, the nub
depletion not only causes the loss of the Ti/Ta-1 joint but also greatly affects the growth
of both segments.

These two effects may be related, because failure to establish

distinct boundaries between the tibia and Ta-1 may be responsible for the failure of
each podomere to reach its final proportions. Insights from studies in Drosophila and
Cupiennius support this notion, showing that formation of joints is critical for the proper
growth of the leg segments (Bishop et al., 1999; de Celis et al., 1998; Prpic and Damen,
2009; Rauskolb and Irvine, 1999).
Another possible explanation for the observed nub RNAi leg phenotype is that
depletion of nub has an effect on the leg patterning genes. Based on the Drosophila
model (Cohen et al., 1989; Lecuit and Cohen, 1997; Mardon et al., 1994; Wu and
Cohen, 1999), homothorax (hth), dashchund (dac), and Distal-less (Dll) subdivide the
leg into the proximal (coxa and trochanter), medial (femur and tibia), and distal domains
(distal tibia and tarsus), respectively. While their expression patterns are conserved in
insects in general, their functions are not (Abzhanov and Kaufman, 2000; Angelini and
Kaufman, 2004; Angelini and Kaufman, 2005; Inoue et al., 2002a; Inoue et al., 2002b;
Jockusch et al., 2000; Niwa et al., 2000; Prpic et al., 2001; Rogers et al., 2002). For
example, in Tribolium, abolition of Dll results in the loss of the tarsus and claws (Suzuki
et al., 2009). At the same time, Oncopeltus Dll RNAi individuals exhibit fusion of the
tibia and tarsus and lack claws (Angelini and Kaufman, 2004). Except for the latter, this
is the same phenotype we observe in Acheta nub-depleted hatchlings, suggesting the
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possibility of interaction between nub and Dll. Preliminary analysis of Dll expression in
nub RNAi embryos (Appendix 7), however, shows that its pattern is the same as in wild
type.

This result leaves only dac as a potential target of nub.

Importantly, dac

expression in crickets is mainly restricted to distal tibia and proximal tarsus, the leg
regions that are most affected in nub-depleted embryos (Inoue et al., 2002a). Overall,
on the basis of observed nub RNAi phenotypes and insights from previous studies we
can identify a set of candidate genes (such as dac, dpp, Ser, Dl, and zhf2) that may be
regulated by nub. By examining the functions of these genes in both wild type and nub
RNAi embryos we will gain a critical understanding of molecular mechanisms that have
governed leg segmentation and growth during insect evolution.
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CHAPTER 4
CONSERVED AND DIVERGED FUNCTIONS OF UBX DURING POST-EMBRYONIC
DEVELOPMENT OF ACHETA DOMESTICUS
This chapter has been prepared for submission to a peer-reviewed journal:
Nataliya Turchyn and Aleksandar Popadić. 2010. Conserved and diverged functions
of Ubx during post-embryonic development of Acheta domesticus.
Introduction
In hemimetabolous insects, the newly hatched first nymphs resemble miniature
adults but lack fully developed reproductive organs and wings. The identities of their
segments and associated appendages become established during embryogenesis and
are largely under regulation of the homeotic (hox) genes (Angelini and Kaufman, 2005;
Chesebro et al., 2009; Hrycaj et al., 2010; Hughes and Kaufman, 2002; Mahfooz et al.,
2007; Rogers et al., 1997). For example, the gnathal appendages (mandibles, maxilla,
and labium) of the first nymphs are morphologically and functionally similar to the
adults, except smaller in size. The same is true for the hind (T3) legs, which become
differentially enlarged during embryogenesis and develop cuticular structures (such as
spines, spurs, and bristles) analogous to those found in adults.

Unlike the above

appendages, the dorsal thoracic plates (sclerites) of the first nymphs are rather similar
morphologically and are distinguished from each other by a slight variation in their
width. These sclerites acquire their final features (shape, coloration, and function) and
size only during the last nymphal molt into adults. In addition, the wing primordia on the
T2 and T3 segments appear only during mid-juvenile stages and become progressively
larger and more elaborate during each molt. Given these facts, it is critical that we
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determine the roles that hox genes play in the development of structures that display
their final morphologies at the end of embryogenesis as well as in those that change
significantly during post-embryogenesis.

By addressing both issues, we can obtain

insights into how and to what degree these genes regulate the establishment of specific
morphologies

during

both

embryonic

and

post-embryonic

development

of

hemimetabolous insects.
Recent studies of Sex comb reduced (Scr) have provided initial information into
the role of hox genes in late nymphal and adult stages of Oncopeltus (milkweed bug)
and Periplanata (cockroach) (Chesebro et al., 2009; Hrycaj et al., 2010). While Scr
specifies the identities of the labium (in both species) and prothoracic (T1) legs (in
Oncopeltus only) in embryos, its primary functions become restricted to the T1 plates
only during post-embryogenesis. Similar to Drosophila (fruit fly) and Tribolium (flour
beetle), the depletion of Scr results in the formation of ectopic wing primordia on an
otherwise wingless prothorax of both Oncopeltus and Periplanata adults (Beeman et al.,
1993; Beeman et al., 1989; Carroll et al., 1995; Pattatucci and Kaufman, 1991;
Tomoyasu et al., 2005).

Hence, these findings suggest that the role of Scr in

suppression of wing development on the T1 segment is conserved between both hemiand holometabolous insects. In addition, the function of Scr is temporally and spatially
separated during embryonic and post-embryonic development of Oncopeltus and
Periplanta.
To gain further insights into the mechanisms governing the identities of body
segments and their associated appendages in adult hemimetabolous insects, we
examined the functions of another hox gene, Ultrabithorax (Ubx) in the orthopteran,
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Acheta domesticus (house cricket). Based on the facts that Ubx regulates the size of
the hind legs during Acheta embryogenesis and that these appendages continue to
enlarge during nymphal stages, Mahfooz et al., (2007) proposed that Ubx may play a
similar role during post-embryogenesis as well. In our current work, we have shown
that depletion of Ubx by RNAi during successive nymphal injections causes adult T3
legs to develop significantly shorter than their corresponding wild type counterparts,
and, most importantly, to acquire the T2 leg-specific characteristics. This is different
from the role of Ubx during embryogenesis, where its depletion affects the size but not
the identity of the hind legs (Mahfooz et al., 2007). In species with a holometabolous
mode of development, the formation of wings is compressed into the end of the last
larval stage and Ubx specifies the identity of their hind wings (Jockusch and Ober,
2004; Tomoyasu et al., 2009; Tomoyasu et al., 2005; Weatherbee et al., 1998;
Weatherbee et al., 1999). This process, however, is spread out over three nymphal
stages in Acheta, giving us more data points to evaluate the function of Ubx during the
development of hind wing primordia. Our data show that these appendages require
continuous input from Ubx to differentiate properly and that depletion of Ubx causes
them to transform into their corresponding T2 counterparts.

Finally, a closer

examination of the dorsal thoracic plates in Ubx RNAi adults shows that the metanotum
(T2) acquires the identity of the mesanotum (T3) and the posterior region of the T2
notum turns into the pronotum (T1). The latter phenotype is surprising because no such
transformation (T2-to-T1 notum) has been observed in the case of Ubx/Utx depletion in
Oncopeltus or Tribolium (Mahfooz, 2007; Tomoyasu et al., 2005).

Taken together,

these findings show that while the role of Ubx in the mesanotum appears to be
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orthopteran-specific, its function in the T3 segments and their associated appendages is
more widely conserved.
Materials and Methods
Animal husbandry
Both Acheta nymphs and adults were reared as described previously in the
Chapter 2 (page 10). Under our laboratory conditions, crickets undergo eight nymphal
stages to become an adult in about three months.
Nymphal RNA interference
Acheta Ubx dsRNA was prepared using the same protocol as described in the
Chapter 3 (page 37). Approximately six µl of a 2.5µg/µl Ubx dsRNA was injected into
Acheta dorsal midline between the first and second abdominal (A1 and A2) segments
using a Hamilton syringe with a pulled glass capillary needle.

Specifically, we

administered repeated Ubx RNAi treatments to last five juvenile stages starting with a
total of 86 nymphs at stage 4. All injections were boosted with additional six µL of Ubx
dsRNA every ten days until these nymphs reached the adulthood or died postembryonically. We also injected 37 crickets of corresponding juvenile stages with a 375
bp fragment of GFP (Green Fluorescent Protein) dsRNA as a control for nonspecific
side effects of RNAi. All resulting nymphs and emerged adults were indistinguishable
from wild type. Images of Ubx- and GFP-depleted individuals as well as their individual
body parts (dorsal thoracic plates, legs, and wings) were taken with a SPOT RT CCD
digital camera (Diagnostic Instruments) connected to a LEICA MZ 12.5 microscope.
Results
Previous studies in Oncopeltus and Periplaneta found that while the
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administration of Scr dsRNA at the last nymphal stage results in weak to moderate
phenotypes, the injections carried out at 2-3 stages before adulthood generate
phenotypes that range from moderate to strong (Chesebro et al., 2009; Hrycaj et al.,
2010). In contrast, a nearly complete transformation occurs when Scr is depleted in
consecutive molts, suggesting that the effects of post-embryonic Scr RNAi in both
species are cumulative. Consequently, we applied repeated Ubx RNAi treatments to
last five juvenile stages of Acheta (starting with 4th nymphs) to determine the functional
roles of Ubx during post-embryogenesis.

The abolition of Ubx severely affects the

thorax and its associated appendages (Fig. 4.1).

The hind legs are lost in the

subsequent molt (5th nymph) and a new pair of fully segmented T3 legs gradually regrows as these individuals reach adulthood (Fig. 4.1C’, D’, insets). In addition, the fore
wings fail to fold properly leaving the hind wings as well as dorsal meso- and
metathorax exposed compared to wild type (Fig. 4.1B, D).
Ubx RNAi affects the allometric growth of the T3 legs in Acheta post-embryonic stages
Ubx dsRNA administered at the fourth nymphal stage causes Acheta to cast off
their hind legs at the 5th molting stage (Fig. 4.2A, B, B’, inset). Specifically, the dropped
legs always break off at the coxa and become sealed with a small black cap, under
which the new leg primordia gradually develop (Fig.4.2A1, B1, B1’, inset). At the same
time, the morphologies of their T1 and T2 legs remain intact (Fig. 4.2A, B). In contrast
to the previous stage, the hind legs of 6th nymphs increase in length and are comprised
of the coxa, trochanter, femur, and tibia (Fig. 4.2D-D1). Following molting, the third pair
of legs continues to elongate, with the tarsus being formed (Fig. 4.2F-F1). However,
unlike the wild type tarsus, which is subdivided into three tarsomeres, the corresponding
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Figure 4.1. Functional roles of Ubx during post-embryonic development of Acheta
domesticus. (A-B) Dorsal views of wild type 5th nymph and adult, respectively. (C, D)
The corresponding stages of Ubx RNAi crickets exhibit phenotypic changes in the
thorax and its appendages. The consecutive administration of Ubx dsRNA at 4th nymph
causes 5th nymph to lose their T3 legs. Note that these appendages re-grow before
adulthood. In addition, the hind wings together with the dorsal meso- and metathorax
become exposed in Ubx-depleted adults due to inability of the fore wings to fold
properly. (C’, D’, insets) Close-up ventral views of the T3 legs in C and D. White solid
lines mark the segmental boundaries in re-grown hind legs. Abbreviations: WT, wild
type; T1-T3, thoracic legs 1-3; FW, fore wing; HW, hind wing; MS, dorsal mesothorax;
MT, dorsal metathorax.
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Figure 4.2. Ubx RNAi affects the growth and identity of Acheta T3 legs. (A-I) Dorsal
views of 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th nymphal and adult stages in wild type. (A1-I1) Dissected T2
and T3 legs of (A-I) are comprised of the coxa, trochanter, femur, tibia, and threesubunited tarsus with claws. In addition, the third pair of legs is differentially enlarged
and muscular compared to its T2 counterpart. (B, D, F, H, J) Dorsal views of 5th, 6th, 7th,
and 8th nymphs and adult in Ubx-depleted crickets. (B’, D’, F’, H’, J’, insets) Close-up
ventral views of the T3 legs in B, D, F, H, and J. (B1, D1, F1, H1, J1) Dissected mid
and hind legs of (B, D, F, H, J) show that T2 legs of Ubx RNAi individuals retain all their
segments, while they gradually re-grow in the T3 legs. (B1, inset) Close-up ventral view
of the hind leg in (B1) is comprised of the coxa only. (D1) At 6th nymph, the T3 legs
consist of the coxa, trochanter, femur, and tibia. (F1) Following molting, the twosubuntited tarsus with claws form. (H1) An additional tarsomere develops within the T3
tarsus of 8th nymph. (J1) Adult hind legs are fully segmented, although they are never
as muscular and differentially enlarged as corresponding counterparts of wild type.
They are also shorter than mid legs of Ubx-depleted individuals. White solid lines
outline the T3 legs and mark the boundaries between each segment and claws in both
pairs of legs. Abbreviations: WT, wild type; T1-T3, thoracic legs 1-3; Cx, coxa; Tr,
trochanter; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus; Ta-1-3, tarsomeres 1-3; Cl, claws.
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segment of RNAi juveniles consists of only two subunits (Fig. 4.2E1, F1). At the 8th
nymphal stage, the hind legs further increase in length and an additional tarsomere
forms within the tarsus (Fig. 4.2H-H1). As these juveniles turn into adults, re-grown T3
legs are both noticeably shorter and less muscular than corresponding counterparts of
wild type, and they also undersized compared to the T2 legs of Ubx-depleted individuals
(Fig. 4.2I, I1, J-JI). Consequently, these insects lose one of the most recognizable
attributes of orthopterans, which is the ability to jump, and can only walk using the first
and second pairs of legs.

Hence, these data show that during Acheta post-

embryogenesis, Ubx regulates the differential growth of the hind legs.
Ubx specifies the identity of the hind legs in Acheta adults
The cuticular features (bristles, spurs, and spines) of the femur, tibia, and tarsus
in the T2 and T3 legs of both wild type and Ubx-depleted adults were examined to
determine whether or not the reduction in hind leg length is accompanied by alterations
of their segment-specific characteristics (Fig. 4.3). In wild type, the short and stout T2
femur is covered with sparsely distributed bristles (Fig. 4.3A1). In contrast, the T3
femur is disproportionately enlarged due to the presence of greatly developed muscles
and has a striped pigmentation pattern (Fig. 4.3B1, asterisk). This segment also has
two distinctive half-moon shaped structures known as semi-lunar processes (SLPs) on
both anterior and posterior surfaces of its distal end (Fig. 4.3B1’, inset). Note that these
SLPs do not form in the corresponding region of the T2 femur (Fig. 4.3A1’, inset).
Previous research in Schistocerca gregaria (locust) suggested that semi-lunar
processes play an important role in kicking and jumping (Burrows and Morris, 2001).
The slender T2 tibia is covered with stout bristles and has a long, proximal bristle on its
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Figure 4.3. Ubx RNAi causes hind-to-mid leg transformation in Acheta adults. (A-B3)
The comparison of the femoral, tibial, and tarsal morphologies between T2 and T3 legs
in wild type. The cuticular features specific to each leg segment have been artificially
colored to visualize them better. (A1, A1’ insets) The T2 femur is covered with bristles
(brownish) and has no SLPs at its distal-most end. (A2) A long, proximal bristle (double
arrowhead) is found on the lateral side of the T2 tibia, whose surface is covered with
stout bristles. (A2’, inset) Close-up view of the boundary between the T2 tibia and
tarsus showing three out of four straight spurs. (A3) The first and second tarsomeres of
the mid leg bear two rows of short, stout bristles (arrowheads) along their medial sides.
(B1, B’ inset) The T3 femur has a striped pigmentation pattern (asterisk) and two highly
sclerotized SLPs, one on the anterior and another on the posterior surfaces of its distalmost end. (B2, B2’, inset) The hind leg tibia has two rows of large spines running along
its lateral side and five, slightly curved spurs at its apex. (B3) Two prominent features of
the T3 Ta-1 are a double row of small spines laterally and paired spurs distally. (C-D)
Morphological comparison of the T2 and T3 mid-distal segments in Acheta adults after
consecutive Ubx RNAi treatments initiated at 4th nymphal stage. (C-C3) The T2 femur,
tibia, and tarsus retain its wild type morphology. (D-D3) The corresponding segments
of the hind legs acquire the identity of their mid leg counterparts in Ubx-depleted
organisms. (D1, D1’, inset) The T3 femur lacks the striped pigmentation pattern and
SLPs, and instead develops the T2 femur-specific bristles. (D2, D2’, inset) The large
spines and curved spurs of the T3 tibia become replaced by the bristles and straight
spurs that are normally observed on the T2 tibia. (D3) Additionally, the first and second
tarsomeres of the T3 leg adapt the ectopic bristles (arrowheads) similar to ones found
on the T2 tarsus. Abbreviations: WT, wild type; T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; SLP, semilunar process; Ta-1-3, tarsomeres 1-3.
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lateral side (Fig. 4.3A2, double arrowhead).

This segment also bears two pairs of

straight spurs at its distal-most end (apex) (Fig. 4.3A2’, inset).

The T3 tibia is

distinguished from its corresponding T2 counterpart by being elongated and having a
double row of six to eight spines running down along its lateral side (Fig. 4.3B2). In
addition, its apex is surrounded by five spurs that appear slightly curved compared to
those found on the distal end of the T2 tibia (Fig. 4.3B2’, inset). The first and second
tarsomeres (Ta-1 and Ta-2) of the mid leg also exhibit their own unique morphologies
by bearing two rows of short, stout bristles along their medial sides (Fig. 4.3A3,
arrowheads). In contrast, Ta-1 of the hind leg lacks these bristles and instead has a
double row of spines running down its lateral side and paired spurs distally (Fig. 4.3B3).
Note that these spines are much smaller in size compared to the ones found on the T3
tibia (Fig. 4.3B2, B3). The Ta-3 (third tarsomere) of both mid and hind legs is covered
with short, thin bristles (Fig. 4.3A3, B3).
By examining cuticular phenotypes of Ubx RNAi adults, we found that depletion
of Ubx does not affect the external morphology of the T2 segments, as they remain
indistinguishable from wild type (Fig. 4.3A-A3, C-C3). At the same time, the femur,
tibia, and tarsus of the re-grown hind legs acquire the characteristics of the
corresponding mid leg counterparts (Fig. 4.3D-D3). More specifically, the T3 femur of
Ubx RNAi adults loses the greatly developed muscles and semi-lunar processes that
define the saltatorial hind legs of orthopterans. The striped pigmentation pattern also
disappears and it becomes covered with stout bristles reminiscent of those found on the
T2 femur, but are of smaller size.

The T3 tibia of Ubx-depleted adults loses its

prominent spines (Fig. 4.3B2, D2) and its curved spurs are replaced with the straight
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spurs that are normally found at the distal end of its corresponding T2 leg counterpart
(Fig. 4.3A2’, D2’, insets). In addition, the ectopic stout bristles that are specific to the T2
tibia, now appear on the same segment of the hind legs (Fig. 4.3A2, D2). Finally, the
first tarsomere of the re-grown T3 legs develops with no spines or spurs, and, together
with the second tarsomere, now features the bristles that are reminiscent of those
observed on the T2 Ta-1 and Ta-2 (Fig. 4.3A3, D3, arrowheads). Hence, these results
show that depletion of Ubx causes the femur, tibia, and tarsus of the hind legs to
transform toward the corresponding counterparts of the mid legs. Overall, our data
reveal that during Acheta post-embryogenesis, in addition to its role in regulating the
allometric growth of the T3 legs, Ubx also specifies leg identity.
Ubx RNAi affects the identity of the posterior region of the mesanotum and whole
metanotum in Acheta adults
In insects, each body segment consists of four hardened plates or sclerites: the
dorsal tergite (notum), the ventral sternum, and two lateral pleura. Here, we focused
mainly on the nota that cover the pro-, meso-, and metathorax (Fig. 4.4). In wild type
crickets, a large rectangular-shaped pronotum (T1) with a distinct pigmentation pattern
lies just behind the head (Fig. 4.4A, asterisks). It is divided into the right and left halves
by a barely visible longitudinal ridge (Fig. 4.4A, arrow) and has two transverse furrows
running along its proximal and distal margins (Fig. 4.4A, arrowheads). In addition, the
posterior portion of the pronotum completely conceals the mesanotum (T2) and touches
the proximal-most border of the metanotum (T3), located on the on the dorsal surfaces
of the second and third thoracic segments, respectively. A small T2 notum is shaped as
irregular pentagon and has a brownish bump in the form of trapezoid within its anterior
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Figure 4.4. In Acheta adults, Ubx RNAi affects the identity of the posterior region of the
mesanotum and the entire metanotum. (A-C) Dissected pro-, meso-, and metanotum in
wild type, respectively. (A) A rectangular-shaped pronotum is greatly enlarged with a
distinct pigmentation pattern, median longitudinal ridge (arrow), and two transverse
furrows (arrowheads). (B) A small bump in the form of a trapezoid (empty arrowhead) is
found within the anterior region of the mesanotum, while its posterior region is elevated
and solid brown in color. Note that T2 notum has the shape of an irregular pentagon.
(C) An inverted V-shaped ridge (double arrowhead) characterizes a large, convex
metanotum that is found on the dorsal side of the metathorax. (D-F) Dissected pro-,
meso- and metanotum of Ubx-depleted adults, respectively. (D) The pronotum retains
its wild type morphology. (E) The trapezoid-shaped bump disappears from the anterior
region of the mesonotum, while its posterior half becomes flatter. The T2 notum also
acquires the ectopic pigmentation pattern (asterisks) and a transverse furrow
(arrowhead), features that are normally found in the posterior region of the pronotum.
However, it retains its irregular pentagon appearance. (F) The metanotum exhibits a
severe reduction in size and adapts the characteristics of Ubx RNAi mesanotum. White
dashed lines outline the boundaries of the T2 and T3 nota in both wild type and Ubxdepleted adults. Abbreviations: WT, wild type.
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region (Fig. 4.4B, empty arrowhead). At the same time, the posterior portion of the
mesanotum is elevated and exhibits a dark solid pigmentation.

Finally, the large

metanotum can be distinguished from the other two thoracic nota by being convex and
having an inverted V-shaped ridge (Fig. 4.4C, double arrowhead).
The pronotum of Ubx-depleted adults is unaffected, exhibiting wild type
morphology (Fig. 4.4A and D). In contrast, severe phenotypic changes are observed in
the meso- and metanotum. A trapezoid-shaped “bump” disappears from the anterior
portion of the T2 notum (Fig. 4.4E), while its posterior half becomes flatter and loses its
dark coloration. In addition, the T2 notum acquires the pigmentation pattern (asterisk)
and transverse furrow (arrowhead) reminiscent of those found in the posterior region of
the pronotum (compare Fig. 4.4D with E). Note, however, that the mesanotum retains
its irregular pentagon shape.

At the same time, the metanotum becomes greatly

reduced and loses its prominent ridge (Fig. 4.4F). It now looks very similar to the T2
notum of Ubx-depleted adults. Taken together, these results show that during Acheta
post-embryogenesis, Ubx is necessary to specify the identity of the posterior
mesanotum and of the entire metanotum.
Ubx RNAi affects the folding of fore wings as well as the identity of hind wings
In Acheta, the fore and hind wing primordia (winglets) first become visible
laterally at the 6th nymphal stage as extensions of the meso- and metanotum,
respectively (Fig. 4.5A). At this time, the latter can be distinguished from the former by
being larger and having a dark pigmentation at its posterior base as well as along its
anterior margin (Fig. 4.5A1). At the 7th nymphal stage, both pair of appendages can be
identified dorsally where their distal-most tips (apexes) reach the middle of the
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Figure 4.5. Ubx RNAi causes improper folding of the fore wings and hind-to-fore wing
transformation. (A-D1) Comparison of the fore and hind wing development in wild type.
In order to better visualize them, both pairs of wings were artificially colored. Single and
double white arrowheads mark the apexes of the fore and hind wings, respectively. (A)
In Acheta, presumptive wings (winglets) are first noticeable at the 6th nymphal stage.
(A1) The fore winglets differ from their corresponding T3 counterparts by being smaller
in size and exhibiting its own unique pigmentation pattern. (B) At the 7th nymph, both
fore and hind winglets are now visible dorsally where their apexes reach the middle
portion of the mesanotum and the posterior half of the A1 tergite, respectively. (B1) At
this stage, the scalloped-shaped hind winglets continue to be larger than the ovalshaped fore winglets. (C) Following molting (8th nymph), both appendages further
increase in size and reach the posterior edges of the metanotum (fore winglets) and A3
tergite (hind winglets). (C1) At this time, the pigmentation pattern is modified within
each pair of winglets, although they continue to have the same shape as they had in the
previous stage. (D) In adults, the fore wings cover the majority of the hind wing area.
The latter, however, extends far beyond the abdomen. (D1) In addition, while the ovallike fore wings are rigid and leathery, the fan-shaped hind wings are delicate and
membranous. Note a lobe in the posterior basal part of the fore wings (black
arrowhead). (E-H1) Comparison of the fore and hind wing development in Ubx RNAi
nymphal and adult stages. (E1) The hind winglets of the 6th nymph look very similar in
size and pigmentation pattern to their T2 counterparts. (F) At the 7th nymph, the fore
winglets, which normally lay flat, become elevated and point away from the dorsal
midline. At the same time, the hind winglets shift toward this midline and reach the
posterior edge of the metanotum. (F1) Yet, both appendages continue to exhibit the
same morphology. (G) After these juveniles molt into 8th nymphs, their dorsal
appendages reach the posterior borders of the A1 (fore winglets) and A2 (hind
winglets), tergites. (G1) At this stage, the hind winglets cannot be morphologically
distinguished from the fore winglets. (H) As these nymphs turn into adults, the fore
wings point further away from the body, leaving the hind wings exposed. (H1) At the
same time, the hind wings of Ubx-depleted individuals become noticeably reduced in
size, oval in shape, and leathery in texture just like the fore wings. In addition, its
posterior basal part acquires an ectopic lobe (black arrowhead). Abbreviations: WT,
wild type; FW, fore wing; HW, hind wing; T2, mesonotum; T3, metanotum; A1-A9,
abdominal tergites 1-9.
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metanotum (FW) and the anterior half of the first abdominal tergite (HW) (Fig. 4.5B). In
addition, these individuals are characterized by having oval-like fore winglets and
scallop-shaped hind winglets (Fig. 4.5B-B1).

Both appendages of the 8th nymph

continue to elongate, with the fore pair shifting toward the dorsal midline and partially
concealing the hind pair (Fig. 4.5C). At this time, their apexes reach the posterior
borders of the metanotum (FW) and the third abdominal tergite (HW), respectively. In
addition, both fore and hind winglets continue to exhibit the same shapes they had in
the previous stage (Fig. 4.5C1). As these juveniles molt into adults, their winglets turn
into the wings.
When compared to previous stages, both appendages have greatly increased in
size, with the fore wings covering most of Acheta body and the hind wings (Fig. 4.5D).
More specifically, the former conceals the region from the mesonotum to the ninth
abdominal tergite, while the latter extends far beyond the abdomen. At this stage, the
fore wings can be distinguished from the fan-shaped, membranous hind wings by being
oval-like and leathery with a small lobe at its posterior base (Fig. 4.5D1, black
arrowhead). In addition, each pair of dorsal appendages exhibits its own unique vein
arrangement and morphology (Appendix 12).
As shown in Fig. 4.5E1-H1, the consecutive Ubx RNAi application severely
affects the morphology of the dorsal T3 appendages. More specifically, the depletion of
Ubx causes the hind winglets to change shape from oval- to scallop-like and to develop
an ectopic pigmentation pattern similar to that observed in the fore winglets (Fig. 4.5E1G1). The former also exhibit a reduction in size and become positioned closer to the
dorsal midline compared to wild type (Fig. 4.5F, G). In addition, the abolition of Ubx
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impacts the length and folding of the fore winglets by causing their distal halves to point
away from the midline. As these hypomorphs reach adulthood, their T2 wings no longer
overlap, leaving the corresponding T3 counterparts completely exposed and
unprotected (Fig. 4.5H). Note that the apex of the latter never extends beyond the sixth
abdominal tergite. In addition to the oval shape, the hind wings acquire the leathery
texture, ectopic lobe, and vein arrangement that are similar to the fore wings (Fig.
4.5H1, Appendix 12). Hence, the depletion of Ubx causes a complete transformation of
the dorsal T3 appendages toward T2 identity.

Overall, our data indicate that Ubx

defines hind wing identity by suppressing fore wing specific characteristics, and is
important for proper folding of the fore wings.
Discussion
Here, we determined Ubx functions during post-embryonic development of
Acheta. Analyses of consecutive molting stage Ubx RNAi phenotypes showed that Ubx
plays a major role in specifying the identity of the T3 segment and its associated
appendages, and that depletion of Ubx causes anteriorizing transformations of the third
to second pair of legs, meta- to mesanotum, and hind to fore wings. Similar findings
have been published for Ubx-depleted Drosophila, Tribolium, and Oncopeltus (Struhl,
1982, Lewis, 1978; Tomoyasu, 2005; Mahfooz, 2007). Unlike the latter two species,
however, the posterior region of the T2 notum develops pronotum characteristics in
Acheta Ubx RNAi adults.

We also found that during post-embryogenesis, crickets

require continuous input of Ubx for hind wings and legs to develop differently from their
corresponding T2 counterparts, similar to milkweed bugs (Mahfooz, 2007).
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Role of Ubx in the T3 legs
Consistent with a single injection of Ubx dsRNA at the 4th nymphal stage
(Mahfooz, 2007), consecutive injections initiated at this stage cause 5th nymphs of
Acheta to shed their hind legs between the coxa and trochanter (Fig. 4.2B’, B1’, insets).
In both instances, these legs gradually re-grow during subsequent molts (Fig. 4.2J, J’,
inset). However, the adults produced by single Ubx RNAi injection are only moderately
affected, with T3 legs being shorter than corresponding counterparts of wild type but still
noticeably longer than their T2 legs.

At the same time, the individuals repeatedly

treated with Ubx dsRNA exhibit a much stronger phenotype, characterized by extremely
undersized hind legs as compared to both T2 and T3 legs of wild type (compare Fig.
4.2I and J1). These results show that while consecutive Ubx RNAi application during
the last five juvenile stages is sufficient to suppress the differential enlargement of the
metathoracic legs, the single injection at the 4th nymphal stage is not. This suggests
that continuous expression of Ubx is required throughout Acheta post-embryogenesis
for T3 legs to become larger than their corresponding T2 counterparts.
The detachment of the appendage, or autotomy, occurs in multiple taxa and is
especially common among arthropods (Bateman, 2005; Brueseke, 2001; Carlberg,
1986; Guffey, 1999; Sword, 2001; Taylor, 2003; Wasson, 2002).

Typically it is a

defensive response to a predator attack that results in casting off a limb along a
predetermined breakage plane (Juanes, 1995).

In a natural population of Gryllus

bimaculatus (field cricket), one third of individuals studied have been found to lack at
least one leg (Bateman, 2005). Among the three pairs of legs, the hind pair is most
likely to be lost and, as the most noticeable body part, it appears to be a primary focus
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of predatory attacks. In parallel to Ubx RNAi, we conducted the autotomy experiment,
where nymphal stages (4th -8th) and adults were induced to self-amputate their T3 legs
by grabbing the femur with forceps. As was found for Ubx-depleted individuals, these
specimens also toss off their hind leg between the coxa and trochanter (Appendix 13).
However, neither juvenile nor adult Acheta are able to regenerate their autotomized leg.
A similar situation has also been observed in another orthopteran (grasshopper,
Barytettix psolus) (Arbas and Weidner, 1991; Bateman, 2008).

In this instance,

autotomy of a T3 leg damages leg nerve 5 (N5), resulting in transneuronal induction of
thoracic muscle degeneration.

Given that lost legs grow back in Ubx-depleted

individuals, it appears that abolition of Ubx expression does not sever N5 in crickets.
A previous study by Mahfooz et al. (2007) showed that during Acheta
embryogenesis, Ubx regulates the size of the hind leg but not its identity. In wild type
embryos, T3 legs can be distinguished from T2 legs by having a muscular femur and
two large spurs at the distal-most end of the tibia. In Ubx-depleted individuals, the
femur continues to be muscular and spurs still form, although the hind legs become
similar in length to the fore legs. Thus, the T3 legs of Ubx RNAi embryos retain their
identity.

At the end of embryogenesis (90% development), additional cuticular

structures (spines, spurs, and bristles) that are formed can be used to further
differentiate between hind and mid legs. Unfortunately, the role of Ubx in the formation
of these features cannot be determined because Ubx-depleted embryos die after
completing only 85% of development. However, these spines, spurs, and bristles are
also observed in adult legs, allowing us to compare their morphologies between wild
type and Ubx RNAi individuals.
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In Acheta adults, apart from their length, the T3 legs can be distinguished from
their T2 counterparts by the presence of the semi-lunar processes (SLPs) on the femur,
large spines and curved spurs on the tibia, and small spines and paired spurs on the
first tarsomere (Fig. 4.3A-B3). In the case of single Ubx RNAi injections, the T3 femur is
not as muscular as in wild type, although all of the above structures (except for tibial
spines) are still present on the re-grown hind legs (Mahfooz et al., 2007). However,
consecutively injected individuals lack not only the jumping muscles but also the SLPs,
tibial spines, and tarsal spurs and spines (Fig. 4.3D1, D2, D3, D1’, inset). Additionally,
the T3 tibial spurs that are normally curved become straight, resembling their
corresponding T2 leg counterparts (Fig. 4.3A2’, B2’, D2’, insets).

Finally, ectopic

bristles that appear on the re-grown T3 femur, tibia, and tarsus are similar to those
found on the mid legs (Fig. 4.3D1, D2, D3).
These results highlight a difference in Ubx function in the T3 legs between
embryonic and post-embryonic development of Acheta.

In the former, while the

depletion of Ubx impacts hind leg length, the development of its jumping muscles and
tibial spurs remains undisturbed. In the latter, however, both the elongation and the
identity of these appendages are affected.

A similar situation is also observed in

Oncopeltus and Drosophila, where loss of Ubx function causes T3 legs to acquire
morphological characteristics that are specific to the T2 legs (Lewis, 1963; Rozowski
and Akam, 2002; Stern, 2003). These findings show that the role of Ubx in controlling
the length and the identity of the hind legs is conserved in both holo- and
hemimetabolous insects.
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The role of Ubx in the meso- and metanotum
Classical genetic studies in Drosophila have established that Ubx, together with
the other two homeotic genes Antennapedia (Antp) and Scr, control the identity of the
thoracic segments (Lewis, 1978; Pattatucci and Kaufman, 1991; Struhl, 1981; Struhl,
1982). While Antp is expressed throughout the thorax (T1-T3), the expression patterns
of Scr and Ubx are restricted to the pro- (T1) and metathorax (T3), respectively. Antp
promotes thoracic identity by preventing inappropriate activity of the head-determining
genes (Struhl, 1981). At the same time, Scr and Ubx are involved in regulating the T1
and T3 segment-specific characteristics, respectively (Carroll et al., 1995; Kaufman et
al., 1980; Lewis, 1978; Morata, 1976). Consequently, removal of Scr or Ubx causes the
pro- or metathorax to adopt the T2 identity. The second thoracic segment appears to
function as a ground state and it is established solely by the action of Antp, while Scr
and Ubx modify this ground state towards T1 and T3 segments, respectively. However,
the phenotypes generated by loss of Ubx early in Drosophila development (Kerridge
and Morata, 1982; Morata and Kerridge, 1981) and by consecutive depletion of Ubx
RNA during Acheta post-embryogenesis (this study) suggest that regulation of the
thoracic identity is more complex than proposed by the current model. As in the fruit fly,
the posterior region of both T2 and T3 segments transforms toward T1 in the cricket
(Fig. 4.4D-F).

In contrast, abolition of Ubx in Oncopeltus and its ortholog (Utx) in

Tribolium causes only the metanotum to acquire the identity of the mesanotum and
does not affect the morphology of the dorsal T2 plate itself (Mahfooz, 2007; Tomoyasu
et al., 2005). These differences highlight the importance of determining the ancestral
ground state for the T3 segment in insects. Thus, is it regulated by Antp only or by both
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Antp and Ubx?
The analysis of hox gene expression patterns in basal, primitively wingless insect
lineages (such as thysanurans) can provide valuable insights into this issue.

In

Thermobia domestica (firebrat), Antp is first detected in all three thoracic segments
during early germ band elongation, before appearance of the metameric grooves
(Peterson et al., 1999). In contrast, Ubx accumulation is initially localized in A1 only.
As thoracic limb buds differentiate, the signal also becomes expressed in the posteriorlateral regions of the meso- and metathorax (Carroll et al., 1995; Peterson et al., 1999).
Hence, these results show that in Thermobia, both Antp and Ubx are co-expressed in
the T2 segment, suggesting that Antp acts together with Ubx to generate T2 identity.
This is further supported by our current work that demonstrates that depletion of Acheta
Ubx causes both the meso- and metanotum to take on characteristics of the pronotum.
Future RNAi analyses in firebrats will be necessary to determine whether, as supported
by the expression data, Ubx has a functional role in promoting a ground state
(mesothoracic) pattern.
Role of Ubx in the hind wings
The development of wings was the critical innovation in the evolution of the
insect body plan. It is now generally accepted that the ancestor of modern insects had
two pairs of equally sized, membranous wings, which then underwent subsequent
modification and diversification leading to the establishment of lineage-specific wing
morphologies (Kukalova-Peck, 1991). For example, the hind wings of flies (Diptera) are
reduced to gyroscopic, balancing organs (halteres), whereas in beetles (Coleoptera) the
fore wings have evolved into heavily sclerotized covers (elytra). Perhaps the most
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striking example of wing diversification can be observed in butterflies (Lepidoptera)
where both pairs of wings are of similar size but differ greatly in shape and coloration of
their scales.

Despite such a wide range of phenotypic variation observed among

different species, Ubx expression is localized solely in the hind wings of all species
studied so far (Abouheif and Wray, 2002; Mahfooz, 2007; Tomoyasu et al., 2005;
Warren et al., 1994; Weatherbee et al., 1998). Previous work in Drosophila, Tribolium,
and Precis (butterfly), combined with functional analyses in Oncopeltus and Acheta (this
study), found that the loss of Ubx function results in homeotic transformation of hind
wings to fore wings (Lewis, 1978; Mahfooz, 2007; Tomoyasu et al., 2005; Weatherbee
et al., 1999). These findings indicate that in both holo- and hemimetabolous species,
Ubx plays a key role in establishing the identity of the dorsal T3 appendages. However,
it is virtually unknown what genes Ubx acts upon and if those targets are conserved or
species-specific.
Weatherbee and colleagues (1998) have characterized several wing genes,
Drosophila serum response factor (DSRF), achaete-scute (ac-sc), wingless (wg), spalt
related (salr), and vestigial (vg), that are repressed by Ubx in Drosophila halteres.
Consequently, these appendages develop as small (wg in the posterior, vg in the
“pouch”), balloon-like structures (DSRF) that lack sensory bristles (ac-sc), veins, and
inter veins (salr and DSRF) compared to large, flat fore wings that have veins, inter
veins, and sensory bristles along their margins. In flies, UBX acts together with two
Smad proteins, effectors of the Drosophila Dpp/TGF-ß pathway, to repress spalt (sal), a
wing gene required for vein positioning (de Celis et al., 1996; Walsh and Carroll, 2007).
It is interesting, though, that most of the above-mentioned genes (DSRF, wg, and ac-sc)
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are not repressed in the hind wings of the butterfly Precis coenia, suggesting that Ubx
regulates different sets of target genes in this species (Weatherbee et al., 1999).
Recently, it has been shown that in Tribolium, the depletion of Utx alters the
expression of ac-sc, spalt (sal), and iroquois (iro) in hind wings so that they gain the
elytra-like morphology (Tomoyasu et al., 2005). A subsequent study has characterized
two other genes, apterous A and B (ap-A and ap-B), that specify the dorsal identity of
both fore and hind wings and are also responsible for exoskeletization of only the elytra
(Tomoyasu et al. 2009).

Consequently, ap RNAi induces the ventralization and

marginal truncation phenotypes in these appendages similar to Drosophila ap mutants
(Cohen et al., 1992). In addition, elytral inter vein regions lack exoskelitazation and
become covered with ectopic membranous cuticle, while patches of ectopic
exoskeletalized cuticle appear in the hind wings. The latter phenotype has also been
observed in Utx RNAi beetles, where dorsal T3 appendages have acquired the identity
of the corresponding T2 counterparts. These findings suggest that Utx represses the
control of exoskeletalization by ap genes in hind wings but not their dorsal and hind
wing selector functions. Overall, these results show that at least two (sal and ac-ch) of
the wing genes that Ubx acts upon are shared between Drosophila and Tribolium, while
the other four targets (DSRF, vg, wg, and, ap) appear to be lineage-specific. However,
we still do not know about the genetic regulation underlying superficially similar wing
morphologies between divergent insect species. Because the fore wings of Acheta are
modified into sclerotized covers (tegmina) and hind wings are membranous as in
beetles, it is tempting to speculate about whether or not the observed resemblance in
wing textures is triggered by the same set of genes as in Tribolium. Future analysis of
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ap in Acheta will be the first step to shed some light on this issue.
Another important aspect of the present study is the finding of temporal
requirements for Ubx function in the hind wings of hemimetabolous insects. Roch and
Akam (2000) have shown in Drosophila, that Ubx is required prior to pupation to initiate
the haltere-specific characteristics that become apparent only at later stages of pupal
development. Note that these appendages can differentiate normally in the absence of
Ubx during most of the pupal period. In both Oncopeltus and Acheta, however, the
presence of Ubx is essential during multiple nymphal stages for the hind wings to
develop distinct morphological characteristics from the fore wings (Mahfooz, 2007).
More specifically, in the former, the single stage injections (either 4th or 5th nymphs)
cause dorsal T3 appendages to acquire the ectopic clavus (4th nymphs) or specific
coloration (5th nymphs), which are two features normally found on the corresponding T2
counterparts. At the same time, the size, shape, and arrangement of veins of the T3
wings remain intact. In contrast, a complete transformation of the hind to fore wings is
observed when both stages (4th and 5th) are treated with Ubx RNAi. Similarly, a single
administration of Ubx dsRNA to Acheta 7th or 8th juvenile stage affects only the stiffness
of their hind wings (Mahfooz et al., 2007), while consecutive depletion of Ubx during the
last five nymphal stages (4th-8th) causes these appendages to acquire all the
characteristics of their corresponding T2 counterparts (Fig. 4.5H1, Appendix 12). Taken
together, these results show that hind wings of hemimetabolous insects require
continuous expression of Ubx from the time when winglets become visible to when they
turn into wings.
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CHAPTER 5
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In order to gain insight into the molecular mechanisms underlying the
morphological diversity of insect appendages, we focused on elucidating the functions
of two genes, nub and Ubx, during embryonic and post-embryonic development of
Acheta domesticus. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we demonstrated that the depletion of
nub causes a significant decrease in length of mainly the tibia and tarsus of all three
pairs of legs. More importantly, nub RNAi individuals fail to form a joint between the
tibia and the first tarsomere, which in turn causes the fusion of these two segments.
The next chapter focused on the use of consecutive Ubx RNAi treatments to determine
to what extent Ubx is involved in the establishment of adult morphologies in
hemimetabolous insects. In Acheta, we showed that Ubx contributes to the differential
enlargement of hind (T3) legs and specifies their identity. Additionally, Ubx is required
for the patterning of hind wings. While our results described the functions of nub and
Ubx in the development of Acheta appendages, the exact mechanisms of their actions
are not known. To better understand how nub contributes to leg segmentation and how
Ubx shapes the morphology of the T3 legs and wings, future studies will require the
identification of the downstream targets of each gene.
The availability of sequenced genomes from model insects such as Drosophila
melanogaster (Diptera) and Tribolium custaneum (Coleoptera) enabled researchers to
characterize several Ubx-regulated genes in their hind wings (Hersh et al., 2007;
Tomoyasu et al., 2009), although no targets of Ubx have been identified in non-model
insects.

Fortunately, the recently developed 454 technology (Life Sciences/Roche)
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allows a quick sequencing of hundreds of genes from different organisms for which the
genome sequence is not available.

Briefly, the total RNA is first extracted from a

sample of interest and reverse-transcribed into double-stranded cDNA. This cDNA is
then randomly sheered, ligated to adapters, and separated into single strands
(Margulies et al., 2005). These fragments attach to immobilized beads (one fragment =
one bead) and are emulsified with all the reagents necessary for PCR amplification in a
water-in-oil mixture. PCR amplification is carried out on each bead, resulting in several
million copies of the original DNA template. Subsequently, the emulsion is broken and
the bead-bound single-stranded DNA clones are loaded into the well (one bead per
well) of a picotiter plate (PTP) for pyrosequencing. Fluorescently labeled dNTPs are
then washed over the wells.

Whenever DNA polymerase incorporates a correct

complementary dNTP into a template, pyrophosphate (PPi) is released and converted
to ATP and visible light by luciferase (Ronaghi et al., 1998). The generated light is then
read by a sequencing platform and translated into sequence data. This method is also
capable of providing information on relative expression levels for a given gene, where
highly expressed transcripts will produce more sequence reads than those that are less
expressed.
Although 454 pyrosequencing technology was described only five years ago by
Margulies et al. (2005), it has already been applied for genome sequencing of heavenly
bamboo, American sycamore, and barley (Moore et al., 2006; Wicker et al., 2006);
transcriptome characterization of the Granville fritillary butterfly, six-spot burnet moth,
and tobacco hornworm (Vera et al., 2008; Zagrobelny et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2008); and
phylogenetic analysis of the common emperor scorpion (Roeding et al., 2009).
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Because of its ability to provide both sequence and expression data, we are planning to
incorporate this approach into our research to 1) identify all the genes that are
expressed in our samples of interest (T2 and T3 legs of Acheta embryos and fore and
hind winglets of Acheta nymphs) and 2) detect differences in gene expression between
each set of these tissues. Genes identified as differentially expressed will be verified
with either semiquantitative or quantitative PCR-based techniques (Tsai and Wiltbank
1996; Gibson et al., 1996). Additionally, in situ hybridization will be used to examine the
expression patterns of candidate genes.
Next, genes that are differentially expressed between two samples (i.e, T2 and
T3 winglets) will be screened for a potential regulatory relationship with Ubx by utilizing
RNAi or LITA (Laser-Induced Transgene Analysis) approaches. The former has been
successfully used to knockdown Ubx function in both Acheta embryonic and postembryonic stages by our laboratory.

The latter, however, employs a modified

piggyBack vector to either up- or down-regulate the function of Ubx in a temporal and
tissue-specific manner via the inducible heat shock promoter (Marcus et al., 2004;
Ramos et al., 2006). LITA approach was applied to study eyespot development in the
wings of the African satyrid butterfly, Bicyclus anynna, in the lab of Dr. Antonia Monteiro
(Yale University), with whom we have established a working collaboration. The insights
gained from performing LITA in Bicyclus will be used to up-regulate Ubx in the T2
winglets of Acheta nymphs. Consequently, we anticipate T2 winglets to acquire the T3like identity. By pyrosequencing the T2 winglet transcriptome of these LITA-treated
individuals and by subsequent comparison of their expression data to the T2 profile of
wild type, we expect to identify 1) T2 transcripts that are repressed by ectopic
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expression of Ubx in the fore winglets and 2) T3 transcripts that are activated by Ubx in
the T2 winglets. The functions of Acheta Ubx-regulated genes will then be compared to
already characterized targets of Ubx in Drosophila and Tribolium to reveal the
commonalities and differences of wing patterning among insects.

For example,

Tomoyasu and colleagues (2005) identified several genes (ac-sc, sal, and iro) that are
differentially expressed in fore and hind wings of beetles and showed that Ubx acts
upon them. Because cricket wings are similar in morphology to Tribolium wings, it will
be necessary to determine whether or not the genes known to play roles in the hind
wing development in the latter are also employed in Acheta.
The emerging findings from our current work and from a study of Ubx functions in
Acheta embryos demonstrated that Ubx is critical for differential enlargement of hind
legs relative to their T1 or T2 legs (Mahfooz et al., 2007). By pyrosequencing the
transcriptome of the T3 legs of Acheta wild type and Ubx RNAi embryos, we will identify
the putative downstream targets of Ubx repression. Once these candidate genes are at
hand, their functions will be subsequently tested utilizing either RNAi or LITA
methodologies.

Because Acheta hind legs exhibit greatly developed muscles, we

anticipate observing a down-regulation of muscle-specific genes in the T3 legs of UbxRNAi embryos. In contrast, we expect an up-regulation of these genes in the T2 legs
when Ubx is ectopically expressed. These findings will provide valuable insight into
understanding the molecular mechanisms that underlie the differential tissue growth in
nature.
In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that nub also regulates the growth of the T3 legs
during Acheta embryogenesis but independently of Ubx. Additionally, nub is critical for
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the formation of the joint between the tibia and tarsus.

What remains unknown,

however, are the genes that nub acts upon in order to accomplish these two divergent
functions. By identifying these genes with the help of transcriptome pyrosequencing,
we will gain a critical understanding of genetic mechanisms that govern leg growth and
segmentation in hemimetabolous insects.
Li and Popadic (2004) showed that in the legs of Periplanata (cockroach) nub is
expressed in five rings and that each of these bands corresponds to the position of a
future joint.

This suggests that nub may be involved in the leg segmentation of

cockroaches as well. Although Acheta and Periplanata exhibit the same number of nub
rings, the duration of their expressions differs between the two species. In the former,
nub signals begin to vanish much earlier in embryogenesis compared to the latter.
These differences highlight the importance of examining the roles of nub in additional
phylogenetically informative species to determine how the functions of nub in leg
patterning have changed during the course of insect evolution. To accomplish this aim,
nub activity will be abolished during Periplaneta embryogenesis by using RNAi
application.
Previous studies in Drosophila showed that nub is important for the specification
of the proximal-distal axis of the wing (Cifuentes and Garcia-Bellido, 1997; Ng et al.,
1995). Consequently, the loss of nub causes a severe reduction in wing size and
transformation of its distal region into a proximal one. Recently, nub mutant phenotypes
were reported in Tribolium, showing greatly undersized elytra (fore wings) and hind
wings (Tomoyasu et al., 2009). To determine whether and to what degree the observed
roles of nub in wing patterning of holometabolous insects are conserved among
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hemimetabolous insects, we will use single and consecutive RNAi applications to
deplete nub transcription in Acheta nymphs and adults. Additionally, we will examine
the expression patterns of wing genes (identified by pyrosequencing) in both the fore
and hind wings of wild type and nub RNAi individuals.

The data obtained in this

experiment will be necessary for a detailed understanding of nub functions in the
development of insect wings.
By comparing Ubx-regulated target genes between Acheta and model insects
(Drosophila and Tribolium), it will be possible to identify changes at the molecular level
that have contributed to the morphological differences between their T3 appendages
(hind legs and hind wings). Even though the legs of all insects shared a conserved
modular design (five segments and a pair of claws), the genetic networks controlling leg
segmentation and segment growth appear to be species-specific. For example, the
depletion of nub affects the formation of the joint between the tibia and tarsus in both
Acheta (this study) and Drosophila (J.P. Couso, personal communication). However,
this phenotype was not reported in Oncopeltus (milkweed bug), a hemimpteran that is
phylogentically intermediate between orthopterans and dipterans (Hrycaj et al., 2008).
These results indicate that the genetic architecture of leg segmentation is more variable
than previously thought, and it will be critical to extend this research to other insect
lineages in order to determine the full extent of such variation in insects in general.
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Appendix 1
Appendix 1. Gradual progression in the embryonic development of Acheta T2 and T3
legs. (A) At day 1, the germ band has been formed, but the leg rudiments cannot yet be
detected. (B) At day 2, the T2 and T3 leg primordia of similar sizes appear on the
lateral sides of Acheta embryo. (C) By day 3, the T3 limb buds “puff up” and become
noticeably larger than their corresponding T2 counterparts. (D) Both appendages
continue to increase in length and become slightly curved on day 4. (E) Following this
stage (day 5), the T2 and T3 legs grow longer and wider. (F) At day 6, the leg
segments (coxa/trochanter, femur, tibia, and tarsus) become apparent. (G) At day 7,
the coxa can be easily distinguished from the trochanter and the tarsus is subdivided
into three tarsomeres. (H-K) From days 8 to 11, the T3 legs increase in length greatly
compared to the corresponding T2 counterparts. White lines mark the boundaries
between leg segments. Abbreviations: T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Cx, coxa, Tr,
trochanter; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus; Ta-1-3, tarsomeres 1-3.
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Appendix 2
Appendix 2. Gradual progression in the T2 and T3 leg development during Oncopeltus
embryogenesis. (A-B) At early day 1, the germ band forms, but leg rudiments are not
yet visible. By the end of this day (late day 1), however, the T2 and T3 limb buds
become apparent and they look very similar in size and shape. (C-D) At early day 2,
they begin to elongate, with the T3 limb buds growing slightly bigger than their T2
counterparts. By the end of this day (late day 2), the hind legs look noticeably longer
than the mid legs and undergo a slight bending medially. (E-F) At day 3, both pairs of
legs continue to increase in length. (G-H) Following this stage (day 4), the leg
segments can be easily identified within each appendage. (I-J) At day 5, the T2 and T3
legs increase in length, although they appear narrower compared to the legs of the
previously described stage. Note that leg segmentation is no longer apparent at this
day. (K) At early day 6, the leg segmentation becomes visible again and the tarsus is
subdivided into two tarsomeres. (L-N) As embryogenesis progresses, both appendages
continue to increase in length, with the hind legs always being longer. White solid lines
mark the boundaries between leg segments. Abbreviations: T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3;
Cx, coxa; Tr, trochanter; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus; Ta-1-2, tarsomeres 1-2.
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Appendix 3
Appendix 3. The epithelium of the T2 and T3 legs of Acheta embryos double-stained
with phalloidin (green) and propidium iodide (PI, red). (A) At day 2, both appendages
are composed of a single layer of cuboidal cells. (B-D) Leg epithelium on days 3 (B), 4
(C), and 5 (D) of Acheta embryogenesis. During this period, the proximal part of the T2
and T3 legs consists of a simple columnar epithelium. The epithelial cells of the middle
part become arranged into two layers and include both cuboidal and columnar cells. A
stratified cuboidal epithelium is observed in the distal-most regions of both appendages.
(E-F) Epithelium of the mid (E) and hind (F) legs on day 6 of Acheta embryogenesis.
(E1-E3, F1-F3) Close-up views of the femur (E1, F1), tibia (E2, F2), and tarsus (E3, F3)
of the T2 and T3 legs, respectively. The mid-distal segments of both appendages are
composed of stratified cuboidal cells. (H-F) Epithelium of the T2 (H) and T3 (G) legs on
day 7 of Acheta development. (H1-H3) Close-up views of the mid leg femur (H1), tibia
(H2), and tarsus (H3). A simple columnar epithelium is found in the T2 mid-distal
segments. (G1-G3) Close-up views of the T3 femur, tibia, and tarsus, respectively.
Hind leg femur is composed of a pseudostratified epithelium, whereas the tibia and
tarsus show a simple columnar epithelium. Abbreviations: T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3; Fe,
femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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Appendix 4
Appendix 4. The nuclei of the leg epithelial cells exhibit changes in shape during
Acheta embryogenesis. (A, B, C, D) Staining of the mid and hind legs of 3 and 6 day
old embryos with propidium iodide (PI). (A1-A3, B1-B3) Close-up views of the proximal,
middle, and distal-most regions of the T2 and T3 legs in A and B, respectively. (A1, B1)
The nuclei of the epithelial cells in the proximal part of both appendages are oval in
shape and positioned in a single layer. (A2, B2) The middle region includes cells with
both spherical and oval nuclei. (A3, B3) The distal-most part, however, consists of two
layers of cells with spherical nuclei. (C1-C3, D1-D3) Close-up views of the femur, tibia,
and tarsus of the T2 and T3 legs in C and D, respectively. As leg segments
differentiate, the nuclei of the epithelium cells of the mid-distal segments acquire an oval
shape and become arranged into two layers. Abbreviations: T2-T3, thoracic legs 2-3;
Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus.
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Appendix 5. Acheta embryos stained with UbdA (red), an antibody that recognizes
both Ultrabithorax (Ubx) and abdominal-A (abd-A), and Distal-less (Dll, green). (A-E)
Expression patterns of UbdA. (A) At 25% development, a narrow band of UbdA
expression is observed in the distal half of the T3 legs and in the abdomen. (B-C) As
the legs continue to elongate (35%-45% development), the signal expands proximally.
(D) At 55% development, the leg segments become visible and UbdA expression is
localized in the femur, tibia, and proximal half of the tarsus. (E) At 65% development,
the UbdA signal is also detected in the presumptive coxa and trochanter. In addition, a
ring of UbdA becomes visible in the presumptive second tarsomere. (A1) At 25%
development, a domain of Dll expression is detected in the proximal region of all limb
primordia. (B1) At 35% development, the Dll signal begins to fade in the central region
of its expression domain, leading to gaps (brackets). (C1) At 45% development, these
gaps expand as the legs increase in length (brackets). (D1) Following leg segmentation
(55% development), the distal domain of Dll covers the area from the tarsus to a distal
half of the tibia (“sock”), while its posterior domain encompasses the proximal part of the
femur (“ring”). (E1) Later in development (65%), its proximal domain becomes
restricted to the femur-trochanter joint. (A2-E2) Combined expression of UbdA and Dll
(orange). (A2) At 25% development, UbdA and Dll are co-expressed in the distal region
of the T3 legs. (B2-C2) A high level of UbdA is observed in the gap separating the Dll
“ring” from its “sock”. (D2-E2) UbdA and Dll overlap in a broad domain, encompassing
the proximal-most region of the femur, distal half of the tibia, and the first and second
tarsomeres. Abbreviations: T1-T3, thoracic legs 1-3; A1, pleuropodia of the first
abdominal segment; Cx/Tr, coxa/trochanter; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ta, tarsus; Ta-1-3,
tarsomeres 1-3.
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Appendix 6. Expression patterns of extradenticle (exd) in Acheta embryos. (A) At 40%
development, while exd expression is detected throughout the mandible, its patterns are
restricted to the proximal halves of the maxilla, labium, all thoracic legs, and
pleuropodia. (B) As the legs grow (50% development), the exd domain expands. (C)
Following leg segmentation (55% development), exd expression becomes localized in
the coxa and forms a ring in the distal-most region of the trochanter (asterisk).
Abbreviations: Mn, mandible; Mx, maxilla; Lb, labium; T1-T3, thoracic legs 1-3; A1,
pleuropodia of the first abdominal segment; Cx/Tr, coxa/trochanter; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia;
Ta, tarsus.
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Appendix 7. The deletion of nubbin (nub) does not alter Distal-less (Dll) expression in
Acheta embryos. (A-C) Expression patterns of Dll in the legs of wild type crickets. (A)
At 45% development, all three pairs of legs exhibit two domains of Dll: a large distal
domain (“sock”) and a ring proximal to it. (B-C) Following leg segmentation (55%-65%),
the ring of Dll expression corresponds to the proximal-most edge of the femur, while the
“sock” encompasses the tarsus and distal region of the tibia. (D-F) Expression patterns
of Dll in the legs of nub-depleted embryos. Although the thoracic legs of nub RNAi
individuals are greatly undersized with the tibia being fused to the tarsus, they still show
a “ring and sock” pattern of Dll expression similar to the wild type legs. Abbreviations:
WT, wild type; T1-T3, thoracic legs 1-3; Fe, femur; Ti, tibia; Ti* tibia fused with tarsus;
Ta, tarsus.
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Appendix 8. PCR amplification and cloning of nubbin (nub) in Acheta domesticus. The
obtained fragment is 204 bp long and contains the variable linker region and the 3’
homeodomain.
Specific primers used:
Forward primer: AC AGT GCT CTT GCC AAT CCT (targeted to DSALANP)
Reverse primer: CT CGA ACC ACT TCT TTT TCC A (targeted to MEKEVVR)
PCR conditions:
1. 94 °C 2 min
2. 94 °C 30 sec
3. 59 °C 30 sec
4. 72 °C 1 min
*Repeat steps (2-4) thirty-four additional times
5. 72 °C 7 min
6. 4 °C hold
Primer combinations/PCR design:
Primary PCR reactions were conducted with specific primers targeted to the amino acid
motifs SALANP (5’ end) and MEKEVVR (3’ end). 1µL of primary PCR reactions that
yielded bands of the anticipated size (205 bp) were then used as a template for
secondary PCR analyses utilizing the same primers and PCR conditions. Secondary
PCRs that yielded bands of the estimated size were subsequently cloned and analyzed.
Acheta nub DNA sequence (204 bp):
ACAGTGCTCTTGCCAATCCTGGAGCACTAACTAACCCACTGACAACACCTGAAGCC
ATTGGACGTCGTCGCAAGAAGCGAACTTCTATTGAAACAAGTGTACGAGTTGCCTT
GGAGAAAGCATTTGTCCACTACCCAAAGCCCACCTCTGAAGAGATTGCTCTTCTAG
CTGAAAGTCTCTCTATGGAAAAAGAAGTGGTTCGAG
Acheta NUB protein sequence (68 aa):
DSALANPGALTNPLTTPEAIGRRRKKRTSIETSVRVALEKAFVHYPKPTSEEIALLAESL
SMEKEVVR
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NUB protein sequence alignment:

Abbreviations: Ad, Acheta domesticus (house cricket); Pa, Periplaneta americana
(American cockroach); Of, Oncopeltus fasciatus (milkweed bug).
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Appendix 9. 3’ RACE PCR amplification and cloning of decapentaplegic (dpp) in
Acheta domesticus. The obtained fragment is 532 bp long and contains the 3’ end of
the homeodomain, the stop codon, and the 3’ untranslated region.
Primer used for cDNA synthesis:
AMBION 3’ RACE adapter: GCG AGC ACA GAA TTA ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GGT
12VN
*This primer is supplied with the Ambion kit.
Specific primers used for PCR:
Forward primer:
Adpp 5’(4): TC ACT TCC ATC TCC ATG CTG (targeted to FTSISML)
Reverse primers:
3’ RACE outer: GCG AGC ACA GAA TTA ATA CGA CT
3’ RACE inner: CGC GGA TCC GAA TTA ATA CGA CTC ACT ATA GG.
Reverse transcription reaction:
1.0µg Total RNA
4.0µL dNTPs (2.5mM each dNTP)
2.0µL AMBION 3’ RACE adapter primer
2.0 µL 10X AMBION RT reaction buffer
1.0 µL RNase inhibitor
1.0 µL M-MLV reverse transcriptase
X µL Water (bring total volume up to 20µL)
Protocol for reverse transcription reaction:
1. Add total RNA, AMBION 3’ RACE adapter and water. Incubate at 70 °C for 5
minutes.
2. Remove tube from heat block and place on ice for 5 minutes.
3. Add the rest of the reagents (except for M-MLY reverse transcriptase enzyme)
and incubate at 42 °C for 10 minutes.
4. Add M-MLY reverse transcriptase enzyme, mix well and incubate at 42 °C for 1
hour.
5. Heat inactivate enzyme at 70 °C for 10 minutes.
PCR reaction:
1.0µL cDNA (from the above reverse transcription reaction)
6.0µL 5X PCR reaction buffer
3.0µL dNTPs (2.5mM each dNTP)
2.4µL MgCl2 (25mM)
1.6µL 5’ specific primer (from 10pmol/µL dilution)
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1.6uL 3’ specific primer (supplied in AMBION kit)
0.5µL Taq polymerase (5u/µL)
X Water (bring total volume up to 30 µL)
PCR conditions:
1. 95 °C 2 min
2. 95 °C 30 sec
3. 58.3 °C 30 sec
4. 72° C 30 sec
*Repeat steps (2-4) thirty-four additional times
5. 72 °C 7 min
6. 4 °C hold
Primer combinations/PCR design:
Primary PCR reactions were conducted with the following primer combination:
Adpp 5’ (4) and 3’ RACE outer
Following primary PCR reactions, 1.0µL of the reaction was used as a template for a
secondary PCR reaction with the following primer combination:
Adpp 5’ (4) and 3’ RACE outer as template:
Adpp 5’ (4) and 3’ RACE inner
Secondary PCRs that yielded bands of the estimated size were subsequently cloned
and determined to be the 3’ end of Acheta dpp that includes the 3’ end of the
homeodomain, the stop codon and the 3’ untranslated region.
Acheta 3’ dpp DNA sequence (532 bp) generated with Adpp 5’(4) and 3’ Race inner:
TTCACTTCCATCTCCATGCTGTACCTCGACGAGACGGACAAGGTTGTCCTGAAGAA
CTACCAGGAGATGGCGGTGTTGGGGTGTGGCTGCCGCTAGCGGCGGGGAGAGC
GCCGGAAGCCAGAGAGACGGAGCTGGGGAGCGGGCGGCGCGGGCGCACCGAG
CGGCCGCAGACGTCCTGCGTGCGACAACGCCCCCGCGCCGCCACCGTTGCCGCC
ACAGCCACCGTTGATGCTGCTGCTCAGTGTAGCTCTGTTTTTGTAGCAATGTATTTT
ATTCTATGTCAAACTATGTGATAAATATTTTATATGTCTTAGATAGGATTTTTTATGG
ACGCAAAATCGCTGCTAAACTGAAGCTTGTCCGTGGTTACGTTCACTCACGATCGC
GTGAGAAGTGTCTGGAGAGGCTGACGAACTGTGGGACGAACTTCCAGCCGCAAC
GGACCCATCGCACGATGTGTTCTGTTTTCAGTTTGTGATCAAAATCAAAAAAAAAAA
ACCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTAATTCGGATCCGCGAA
Acheta 3’ Dpp protein sequence (177 aa) generated with Adpp 5’(4) and 3’ Race inner:
FTSISMLYLDETDKVVLKNYQEMAVLGCGCR*RRGETPEARETELGSGRRGRTERPQ
TSCVRQRPRAATVAATATVDAAAQCSSVFVAMYFILCQTM**IFYMS*IGFFMDAKSLLN
*SLSVVTFTHDRVRSVWRG*RTVGRTSSRNGPIARCVLFSVCDQNQKKKTYSESY*FG
SA
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* Yellow highlighted asterisk indicates the stop codon.
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Appendix 10. PCR amplification and cloning of 3’ end of Acheta decapentaplegic
(dpp). The fragment of dpp described in Appendix 9 was used as a template to design
unique primers. By using this approach we were able to obtain 207 bp and 332 bp long
fragments containing the 3’ untranslated region.
Specific primers used:
Forward primer: AC AGT GCT CTT GCC AAT CCT (targeted to DSALANP)
Reverse primer: CT CGA ACC ACT TCT TTT TCC A (targeted to MEKEVVR)
PCR conditions:
1. 94 °C 2 min
2. 94 °C 30 sec
3. 59 °C 30 sec
4. 72 °C 1 min
*Repeat steps (2-4) thirty-four additional times
5. 72 °C 7 min
6. 4 °C hold
Primer combinations/PCR design:
Primary PCR reactions were conducted with specific primers targeted to the amino acid
motifs SALANP (5’ end) and MEKEVVR (3’ end). 1µL of primary PCR reactions that
yielded bands of the anticipated size (205 bp) were then used as a template for
secondary PCR analyses utilizing the same primers and PCR conditions. Secondary
PCRs that yielded bands of the estimated size were subsequently cloned and analyzed.
Acheta 3’ dpp DNA sequence (207 bp) generated with Adpp 5’ (10) and Adpp 3’ (5)
TGATGCTGCTGCTCAGTGTAGCTCTGTTTTTGTAGCAATGTATTTTATTCTATGTCA
AACTATGTGATAAATATTTTATATGTCTTAGATAGGATTTTTTATGGACGCAAAATCG
CTGCTAAACCGAAGCTTGTCCGTGGTTACGTTCACTCACGATCGCGTGAGAAGTGT
CTGGAGAGGCTGACGAACTGTGGGACGAACTTCCAG
Acheta 3’ Dpp protein (69 aa) generated with Adpp 5’ (10) and Adpp 3’ (3)
DAAAQCSSVFVAMYFILCQTM**IFYMS*IGFFMDAKSLLNRSLSVVTFTHDRVRSVWR
G*RTVGRTSR
Acheta 3’ dpp DNA sequence (332 bp) generated with Adpp 5’ (9) and Adpp 3’ (2)
ACCTCGACGAGACGGACAAGGTTGTCCTGAAGAACTACCAGGAGATGGCGGTGTT
GGGGTGTGGCTGCCGCTAGCGGCGGGGAGAGACGCCGGAAGCCAGAGAGACGG
AGCTGGGGAGCGGCCGCAGACGTCCTGCGTGCGACAACGCCCCCGCGCCGCCA
CCGTTGCCGCCACAGCCACCGTTGATGCTGCTGCTCAGTGTAGCTCTGTTTTTGTA
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GCAATGTATTTTATTCTATGTCAAACTATGTGATAAATATTTTATATGTCTTAGATAG
GATTTTTTATGGACGCAAAATCGCTGCTAAACTGAAGCTTGTCCGTGGTTACGTTCA

Acheta 3’ DPP protein (117aa) generated with Adpp 5’ (9) and Adpp 3’ (2)
YLDETDKVVLKNYQEMAVLGCGCR*RRGETRETELGSGRRRPACDNAPEAPAPPPLP
PQPPLMLLLSVALFL*QCILFYVKLCDKYFICLR*DFLWTQNRDKYFICLR*DFLWTQNR
* Yellow highlighted asterisk indicates the stop codon.
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Appendix 11. Staining of the hind (T3) leg femur of Acheta Ubx RNAi 5th nymph with
acridine orange (AO). AO accumulates in two small areas of the proximal-most region
of the femur (arrowheads).
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Appendix 12. Ubx RNAi causes hind wings to acquire the characteristics specific to
the fore wings in Acheta. (A, B) Dissected fore and hind wings of wild type female
crickets, respectively. Both appendages consist of two regions, anterior (remigium) and
posterior (vannus). In Acheta, the remigium of the fore wings is bigger than its vannus
(A), while it encompasses only a small area of the hind wings (B). (A1-A2) Close-up
views of the remigium (A1) and vannus (A1) of dorsal T2 appendage. (A) The former
exhibits a rigid (sclerotized) net-like venation, with major veins giving off smaller branch
veins called cross-veins. (A2) The sclerotized veins of the latter, however, run in
parallel-like fashion from the wing base towards its posterior margin and have very few
cross-veins compared to the remigium. Note a lobe in the posterior basal part of the
fore wing (arrowhead). (B1-B2) Close-up views of the remigium (B1) and vannus (B2)
of dorsal T3 appendage. Both regions have longitudinal veins with numerous crossveins, which are very slender compared to those found in the fore wings. (C, D)
Dissected fore (C) and hind (D) wings of Acheta Ubx RNAi females. While dorsal T2
appendage retains its wild type morphology, the corresponding T3 counterpart takes on
its characteristics. (C1, C2, D1, D2) Close-up views of the remigium and vannus of the
fore (C1-C2) and hind (D1-D2) wings. The veins and cross-veins within both regions of
the T3 appendage acquire the arrangement and structure similar to ones found in the
T2 counterpart. In addition, ectopic lobe appears in the posterior basal part of the hind
wing (arrowhead). Red solid line separates the remigium from the vannus in each pair
of wings. Abbreviations: WT, wild type; FW, fore wing; HW, hind wing.
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Appendix 13. Acheta post-embryonic stages (nymphs and adults) do not re-grow their
autotomized hind legs. To better visualize the T3 coxa, it was artificially colored. (A-E)
Ventral views of the 5th-8th nymphs and adults. The grabbing of the left hind leg with
forceps causes Acheta fourth juvenile stage to self-amputate it between the coxa and
trochanter. (A) As this individual molts into the 5th nymph, its intact legs increase in
size, while its autotomized T3 leg consists of the coxa. (B-E) As post-embryogenesis
progresses, all appendages except the left hind leg continue to elongate. (A1-E1)
Close-up ventral views of A-E showing that neither nymphs nor adults are able to
regenerate their self-amputated hind legs. An asterisk represents a normal leg that is
bent. Abbreviations: T1-T3, thoracic legs 1-3; Cx, coxa.
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The vast diversity of insect appendages provides an excellent model for
examining the cellular and molecular basis of phenotypic changes in nature. One of the
hallmarks of evolution of insect appendages is the differential enlargement of hind (T3)
legs compared to their fore (T1) and mid (T2) counterparts. While basic information
regarding the genetic mechanisms that regulate the size of the T3 legs became
available in the past several years, virtually nothing is known about cellular mechanisms
involved. To address this issue, we measured the relative mitotic activity (RMA), in
Acheta domesticus (house cricket) and Oncopeltus fasciatus (milkweed bug), two
hemimetabolous insect species with a vast difference in the magnitude of the T3 leg
enlargement. We found that while crickets exhibit an increasing trend in RMA, the
situation is reversed in milkweed bugs. Interestingly, the mitotic activity arrests entirely
in both species when the size variation between the T2 and T3 legs is most
pronounced.

This finding suggests that additional cellular processes (cell size, cell

shape, and cell rearrangement) may contribute to differential leg growth during this
period of time.

Additionally, we were able to assign the importance of allometric
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changes at embryonic and post-embryonic levels with regard to the final adult
morphology.

We found that most of the differential T3 leg growth occurs during

embryogenesis in Acheta, while it is post-embryonic allometry that contributes the most
to size differences between mid and hind legs in Oncopeltus.
Despite their vast morphological diversity, all insects share the same modular leg
organization composed of five segments and a pair of claws. Built upon this common
design, each species exhibits its own unique morphology with regard to the size, shape,
and function of individual leg segments (podomeres). Previous functional studies in
Oncopeltus, combined with our current findings in Acheta, show that the POU
homeodomain gene nubbin (nub) play a pivotal role in the growth of particular
podomeres. The abolition of nub via RNAi affects the size of the femur in milkweed
bugs and the length of the tibia and tarsus in crickets.

Additionally, Acheta nub-

depleted individuals loose a joint between the tibia and tarsus that leads to their fusion.
This finding is significant because it provides the first evidence for the role of nub in leg
segmentation of hemimetabolous insects.
Unlike nub, which regulates isometric growth of all thoracic legs in Acheta, the
homeotic gene Ultrabithorax (Ubx) is responsible for allometric differences in size
between the mid and hind legs.

While the embryonic role of Ubx has been well

documented, virtually nothing is known about its post-embryonic function in
hemimetabolous insects. In the present study, we show that Ubx defines the third
thoracic (T3) segment and its associated appendages (hind wings and T3 legs) in
Acheta adults. The depletion of Ubx causes the T3 segment to assume the T2 identity.
While similar transformations (T3 toward T2) were observed in both Tribolium (beetle)
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and Oncopeltus, the Acheta Ubx was found to regulate the identity of the posterior
region of the T2 segment as well. Taken together, these results indicate that while the
role of Ubx in the third thoracic segment and its appendages is conserved, its function in
the second thoracic segment is species-specific.
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